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CONGRESS IS
HELD

UP FOR

ALBUQUERQUE
True Story How This City Got
Its SI 00,000 For Public Building.

YORK STATE BOILS; WALL STREET TBGESNT IS. GOULD'S
KNOW WHETHER TO JUMP OR RUN
SISTER WEDS
THE CAMPAIGN IN THE EMPIRE
STATE NOT PLEASANT TO THE
MONEY
POWER FROM ANY
VIEWPOINT STATE ISSUES ARE
SMALL BESIDE THE GREAT NATIONAL QUESTION
INVOLVED
IN
THE
BATTLE BETWEEN
HEARST AND HUGHES.

.

Barlen E. Pew.
Special Correspondence.
New York. Oct. 8. The political
SENATE REBUKED PRINTER
fight which now convulses the Empire
state Is surcharged with elements
THE BILLS vital to the interests of the nation.
FOR
DELAYJN
In many aspects It concerns California or Maine as deeply as It does New
York.
State issues pale in contrast
But Andrews Was the Real Cause with the national questions Involved.
It may solve the gigantic trust prob-

fortune from the poor, to which class
his newspapers cater. He stands now
in the reflected glory of the "poor
man's friend."
Wall street would hesitate, perhaps,
to attempt to crag Hughes from his
pedestal of personal honesty. Into tno
net of special privilege for the few.
Wall street met Hughes at the Insurance invtstlgatlon. No man had ever
dared to make such a violent assault
upon the high dignitaries of entrenched capital as he.
Either Hearst or Hughes will be
the next governor of this state. Where
do I he trusts get off this time?
The New York Sun has declared
that the next governor of New York
will be the next president of the
United States. Such an 'event would
have precedent,
Hearst has clearly Indicated his future path if fortune smiles on him In
this campaign for chief executive of
the state . Hla old hero. Wm. J.
Bryan, Is no longer a hero: Hearst refused to permit the Buffalo convention
to endorse Bryan for the democratic
presidential nomination. When Bryan
made hla triumphal entry Into New
York recently Hearst was slow in
calling. Then his call was formal.
Hearst is booming his Independence
league in all parts of the country. He
proposes to use this in the country aa
be uses It in this state.
A terrific blow has beeu struck at
the machines in the state. President
Roosevelt is the real boss of New
York state today. He entered the
fight and forced the nomination of
Hughes. His captain on the field Is
Timothy L. Woodruff, who was the
president's lieutenant governor when
he was chief executive of the state.
Odell, who has bossed the state
since Tom Piatt fell by the wayside
from sheer servility, is declared down

i

By

and Albuquerque Federal
ing the Purpose.

Build-

By Ira M. Bond.
Washington, D. C. Oct. 8. Among
recent publications from the government printing office is a public document of an investigation by the committee on printing of the United
States senate, authorized by a resolution passed on the eve of. the adjournment, to ascertain the cause of
the unusual delay In receiving bills
and other printed matter In the last
two or three days, and particularly
the last day of the session. The document contains 125 pages. The engrossing and enrolling clerks of both
the senate and house, and the proof
readers and other employes of the
printing office are raked over the
coals in great shape. What appeared
to exasperate the grave and sedate
sentors more prticularly was the fact
that not only the senators had to
wait several hours on the last afternoon and evening, but the president,
wno was in the president's room at
the capltol, had also to wait several
hours, late in the evening and then
had 10 return to the Wtiite House,
and numerous bills had to be taken
there for 'his signature.
Doesn't Touch Real Cause,
It Is quite interesting to one knowing some of the facts in the case to
observe that after all their 125 paged
of testimony they did not touch the
key-not- e
of the cause of the delay
at all. The main delay seemed to
center around the public buildings
bill. As that bill was reported from
the committee and passed the house,
it did not contain any public building for Albuquerque.
Delegate Andrews said "that bill
.
must not pass in that snaps'' and t
once went to work in the senate. In
a short time he had a promise that
the
amendment for Albuquerque
would be inserted In the senate. Your
was keeping close
correspondent
watch and in the late expiring hours
Chairman Scott, of WIest Virginia,
reported the bill to the senate without any appropriation for Albuquerque. Your correspondent quickly Informed Delegate Andrews, who was
watching bills he wanted passed, and
other bills of which he was blocking
their passage in the house.
Delegate Andrews got
At once
busy and proceeded to "do things."
Very soon he had Senators Penrose,
chairman of the committee on post
offices and post roads, and Knox, late
attorney general, posted and on the
watch. Then it was that Senator
Penrose offered his joint resolution to
insert in the bill $100,000 for Albuquerque. Then Bailey, of Texa3 was
the only one to make an objection.
He was quickly on his feet to ask It
tnis wai not a very unusual way to
offer an amendment when that bill
w2s virtually in conference of the
two houses. Senator Penrose was
equal to the occasion and quickly
said: "Yes it is an unusual way, but
I otten do unusual things, at unusual
limes and in an unusual way, but I
want that Albuquerque item in this
bill, and that is the only way I know
how to get it there. Again rose Bailey,
of Texas, but seeing that Senator
Penrose was i ndead earnest, and seeing that it was not good Judgment to
displease the chairman who confirmed the hundreds of postmasters in
his own stale, hummed and hawed
a w hile and finally said, "Well, 1 11 not
make any objection
now,
but 1'
apepara to me to be an unusual time
and an unusual way to bring in tht
resolution.'" So the Albuquerque
public building was Inserted in the
senate.
Then Delegate Andrews 'rushed
across that 735 feet to the house and
with the help of the Pennsylvania
delegation. Speaker Cannon, who was
holding up the house by adjourning
hour by hour, and fixing the leaders
on the republican
and democratic
Hides of the house till the senate
was
resolution
engrossed and brought
to the house. Speaker Caanon called
the house to order, quickly concurred
in the senate resolution, and
this
bad to become a law before the public buildings bill could leave the
senate, and thus it was that Delegate Andrews was virtually holding
up the two houses of congress to get
in the. Albuquerque public building,
and Speaker Cannon. Senator Penrose, and only a few in each house
knew what caused the delay, and now
investigation and
conies a
doesn't get the real cause of the hours
of delay.
Natural Question Asked.
your
Incidentally
correspondent
s
would like to enquire: Would
and Knox, and Speaker
Cantmn, and the Pennsylvania delegation, assisted by some New York,
Ohio. Indiana and Illinois members,
hold up the si nate and house for several hours on the eve of adjournment
to lulp l.arrazolo crowd in a public
building or any other kind of a bill?
As l.a Vegas, Raton and Roswell will
be next in line for public buildings,
as a matter of common sense, if those'
towns want public buildings,
(and
each one lg entitled to a public building at an early date). Is it not better
to elect a man who can "do things."
lather than a man with not legislative
experience, and who might do them
more harm than good.?
Sen-a'or-

7
WILLIAM RANDOLPH HEARST.

lem.

It may spell the name of the next
president of the country.
It may finally define a new political
system.
'The basis of this remarkable and
entirely unique situation Is composed
of the personalities of two men of national reputation. Distinctly different
types they appear to represent th
identical theory of government.
Wm. Randolph Hearst and Chas. E.
Hughes have won fame as trust fighters, Hearst as an editor who has turned his vast newspaper machinery into
guns directed at the money power;
Hughes as a lawyer, who has devoted
his keen and powerful brain in tearing down the castles of two arrogant
classes of trusts and exposing to the
world the corruption at the base.
Whatever Hearst may be, statesr
man or mounteback,
or altruist, he lg a hundred thousand times

political-commerci-

j

NORTH

L

FUNNY

pledged to the overthrown of special
trust privilege.
Whatever Hughes may be, sincere
or insincere, corporation lawyer whom
the trusts have bought at will or man
above reproach who knows no master
but a clean conscience, his most conspicuous life work has been to fearlessly unmask men In high offices;
expose corrupt practises born of special privilege, and political Intrigue
the money masters; and point
his boney finger In the aces of th9
oligarchy.
Wall Btreet is trembling at the spectacle of these two men nominated by
Mia tun irrJat nnrtlpa fnr lha irnv.
ernorship.
Hearst is worth personally as much
money as some New Jersey corporations are capitalized for. He is no
friend of the rich. He has made a
h

self-seeke-
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AFTER RAISE IN WAGES
Railways Put Big Rate of Increase
on the Shipments of All
Kinds of Grain.

AWAITING

THEIR

using means of expediency rather
than those of personal choice when
expediency is demanded. It will probably turn out that the Murphy "deal"
was such as this and that Hearst will
be his own boss when he Is elected.
New York is boiling with excite-

ment

ant these factors are

not lost to
The politicians of the old
school look stupidly at the havoc
wrought. And Wall street does not
snow whether to run or Jump.
view.

VETERANS

IN THE CUBA

ID

VETERANS IS

New York, Oct. 8. Advices receiv- NOTED CONFEDERATES WHO
ed here from Havana state that amazingly little damage occurred as the
result of the insurrection in Havana
PAST THROUGH CIVIL WAR
povince, whrere nius. oi the fighting
was done. There are no burued
nouses or barns, no ruined crops or
devasted fields. In this respect it is Meet With Greatly Thinned Ranks
stated that it was cheapest revolution
in West
Indian history. Farmers
In Their Annual Reunion at
everywhere have returned to their

ACTION

Interstate Commerce Commission
Gradually Is Drawing a Line
Around Recalcitrant Railroads.

Nashville. Tenn.

fields.

ARE
Washington, Oct. 8. After four MORE TROOPS
Washington, D. C, Oct. 8. The
LANDED FROM 8HIPS
months of summer vacation the suHavana,
8. The
Oct.
cruiser United Spanish War veterans and
preme court of the United States con- Brooklyn
today landed 350 marines, tnelr auxiliaries have convened in
vened today for the term of 1906-07- .
who went to camp at Columbia. No this city for several days' stay. The
on
The members of the court called
further reports of trouble in any part Mary A. Babcock auxiliary, of this
the president in a body. The hearing of the island have been received. Dis- city, is entertaining the visitors, and
of motions and the transaction of arming the insurgents has been prac- giving the delegates a fine time. A
other business was postponed until tically completed with the exception large sum was raised to provide enCOUNTY COMMISSIONERS
tomorrow.
of small Isolated bands who will be tertainment. Mrs. John A. Logan is
GIVE $1,000 TO FAIR
on the reception committee.
Some Court Cases.
disarmed by the rural guards.
Missoula, .Montana, Oct. 8. By a
They Number 45,000.
Reports received by the provisional
The term
of court beginning
generous contribution of the comIt Is the third annual encampment
missioners of Missoula county, the today has a docket that contains government show that the pacification
some very important cases. There of Cuba is practically complete with of the organization, which began Us
Western Montana fair was helped to (are
over four hundred cases all told, the exception of the province of Santa sessions here today. The commander
the nice sum of one thousand dollars,
chief, Charles R. Miller, submitted
wnich started things sharply. The and among the most important ones Clara, where the liberals and mod- in
to the delegate his report for the
chamber of commerce set to work, are tne tollowlg. The contempt pro-- j erates are equally divided. Disturb- year.
said that there had been
and advanced the interests of the ceedings against certain citizens of ances at Guinea were suppressed last a great He
awekenlng of interest in th
fair materially, and the result Is that Chattanooga, Tenn.. in connection night.
organization, especially la the south
a fine exhibit Is made, and such with the lynching of a negro prisoner
wnere many camps are now being
widespread interest aroused that he in whose case the court had taken AND STILL OTHER TROOPS
ARE ON THE WAY TO CUBA formed. It Is probable that a legion
Kansas-Coloradthe
attendance i3 very flattering. There jurisdiction,
Norfolk, Oct. 8. The United States of Spanish war veterans
for Masssuit involving jurisdiction over the
is a good racing card.
waters for irrigation of the Arkansas transport Niagara, presumably with achusetts will be considered with its
at this encampment.
river, Barcelon against Baker, involv- troops aloard from the army camp organization
the question as to whether the of embarkation at Newport News for Financial condition is reported good.
LITTLE NEWS IN WORLD ing
Philippine commission has power to Cuba, passed out through the Virginia The membership of the United States
suspend the writ of habeas corpus In capes this morning. The transports j Spanish war veterans, he said would
Farragut approximate 45,000.
the Philippines; Moyer, Haywood and Admiral Sampson, Admiral
passed In through the
Pettibone, officers of the Western and Antilla
OF POLITICS
SURVIVING CONFEDERATES
Federation of Miners against Ni- Virginia cupes Ibis morning.
MEET ALSO AT NASHVILLE
chols, involving the question of their
Taft's Return Next Week.
Nashville, Tenn., Oct. 8. The surright to release from prison In Idaho,
Washington,
D. C, Oct. 8. The
Washington, 1. C, Oct. 8. Secre- where tbey are incarcerated on the
t
the First Tennessee
hv th
retirement 'if vivors of holding
tary Root Is to make a campaign charge of complicity in the murder
re-- 1
are
their
annual
Magoon
E.
Charles
from the union in Centennial park today. This
speech In New York October 22 at last year of
Stennenberg; Governor
Panama, canal zone will not, it is Is
the 44th anniversary of the Bat
Steary against Stranahan, a revenue k:i
ft lint until after the return
ii
lie
jcuse involving the question as to of Secretary Taft to Washington, tle of Perryvllle. The survivors come
HUGHES STARTS CN HIS
whether the Isle of Pines is Cuban which Is looked for early next week. from different sections of the country
GRAND STUMPTING TRIP or American territory, and Wilson
but the turnout was very gratifying,
New
the old soldiers not letting distance,
York. Oct. 8. Charles E. against the secretary of the treas-- !
Hughes, candidate of the republicans ury, to enjoin the payment of money
keep them away from meeting old
for governor of the Empire
state, ion account of the purchase of the THROWING BOMBS MSO comrades. Over one thousand of
starts on his stumping tour of the Panama canal.
these boys went out to the great war
on the 10th of May, 3801, under comstate today, and will keep up until
the election. He will speak in the
mand ot Col. George Maney, a young
Water Question Postponed.
HANGING
principal! cities, and
lawyer of this city. The First Tenhas already
It is probable that argument In the
spoken in New York City, and m Colorado-Kansa- s
nessee was the first regiment, to tenirrigation
which;
case
Brooklyn. Hughes la an incisive pubder its services to Gov. Harris. It first
occupies the first place on tile docket,
Im
lic speaker, and mukeu a
saw service In the mountains of West
will be postponed until later In the
Warxaw, Oct. 8. Three terrorists Virginia under Gen. Robert E. Iee,
pression on his audiences.
term. The chief Justice informed the were hanged here today after having
afterward under Gen. Albert Sydney
attorneys interested in the case that been sentenced to death by a drum- Johnston.
COMMERCE COMMISSION
It afterwards served under
REMAINS QUITE BUSY owing to the constitutional questions head court martial.
Lragg, Joe Johnston, and Gen. Hood.
probably
involved
would
court
the
Washington, D. C, Oct. 8. The In- prefer to postpone the hearing until BOMB THROWERS FAILED
terstate commerce commission today the vacancy
OF THEIR USUAL EFFECT YAZOO WILL CELEBRATE
caused by Justice
began a series of sittings for the
REBUILDING OF CITY
Ka.an, Russia, Oct. 8. Two bombs
be filled.
shall
Brown's
retirement
bearing in their offices to construct The
Yazoo City, Oct. 8. The carnival
were thrown today at Vice Governor
will
anpoint
on
be
decision
this
rules for the simplification of rate
Kobete, hut lie was only slightly in- arranged for the celebrating of the
tariffs, and in connection therewith nounced tomorrow.
rebuilding of the city, U in full force,
esassassin
jured. The would-bissuing a circular embracing certain YOUNG IRVING
and the many attractions are greatly
I caped.
OPFNS
requirements. Eight proiosltions are
pleasing the multitude gathered from
HIS AMERICAN TOUR PEASANTS REFUSE TO
Involved, and they include the filing
all sections of the state to enjoy
8
Henry
IrNew
York,
II.
Oct.
of joint tariffs by the initial line, as
PAY RENT ANY LONGER them. Today there was a splendid
an independent document; the initial ving, the young English actor, son of
Smolensk, Russia, Oct. .. The peas- parade 'and fraternity gathering. Toopens
nis ants or Mulkliiu, at a great mass meet- morrow there will be a political rally,
line In their behalf of all tariffs or tne late sir Henry Irving,
all joint tariffs of a commodity can American tour tonight at the New ing yesterday, resolved to refuse pay- all candidates appearing and speakStephen
Philin
Amsterdam
theatre
be easily located; limiting; any tariff
ing for the governshlp nomination.
ment of rent to tho landed proprietana r rencem-a- .
tie ,s ors and also adopted other resolutions On Wednesday the candidates
to five supplements, and any classi- lips
for
ituird
supported
by
liorothy
and an of a most radical nature.
fication to ten supplements; the enstate and county offices will address
tire classification or tariff to le re- hilixh company.
themselves to the voters. Thursday
There will be a meeting of the trus- there is agricultural day, Friday, the
printed here if there is any excess;
tees of the Associated Charities candidates for United States senator,
the observance of a uniform order in RICHMOND HORSE SHOW
OPENS TONIGHT Tuesday afternoon in the Commer- will orate, and on Saturday there Is
the completion of tariffs; the proper
specification in the tariff of the iniRichmond. Va., Oct. 8 The Rlch- - cial club parlors at 3 o'clock. Kvery-lod- y a fiddler's contest, open to the whole
tial line of all terminal charges, the mond horse show opens tonight, and
Interested is urged to be pres- world. Tho carnival is in commemoraabsorption of switching or terminal wilt run very night this week, with ent' as it is u meeting of great Im- tion of the rebuilding of Yazoo City
charges where It effects the total cost lone of two matinee. Fine stock is portance. Ir .Ucob H. Kaplan,
from the disastrous fire of May 27,'
FtlOWll.
to the shipper hall be stated.
l!ul.
.

o
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MILLS CAN NOT GET

San Francisco, Oct.
Mra, Ha
ard Gould, wife of
and one of the recognised leaders of New York's "400," haa a Cblnar-ro- an
for a brother-in-laHe is not an Americanised Chincaa.
either. He is the real thins. Ha kam.
a pigtail feet long, lives on chop suny
and rice, and he can't say "all right."
He says "allee lltoe."
Mrs. Gould gats the Chinese reli- tlive through the action of her slater.
Miss Ella Clemens, who has just married Sun Tue.
Now nothing much can bo aahl
against Sun Yue. He la Industriow
enough. He works all day Ions 1
the ruins, cleaning bricks, and what,
the sun begins to sink behind th
charred walls into the Golden Gatw
Sun Yue throws his coat across his
shoulder, and starts home. Since his
marriage Sun Yue calls his home "th
house of gold," a Chinese custom.
With her delicate blue eyea shining with happiness, Mrs. Sun Yue, tbe
bride, greets her husband with a kisv
Sun Yue's face may be covered wlUk
the day's accumulation ot brick dust,
but that makes no difference. For
what woman would hesitate to kiss
her husband simply because hla fae
Is a little soiled through toil for her.
But everything is not so serene at
the other end of the continent. Mrsv
Gould is said to be on the verge ot
nervous prostration,'' and " the great
"400" Is shocked as seldom before
Sun Yue is more talked of in the
drawing rooms ot the grand Fifth avenue mansion than any other man.
Miss Clemens, or rather Mrs. Sum
Yuon was at one time almcmt as weQ "
known in New York society aa her
sister. Having been brought out by
Mrs. Gould, she was invited everywhere. She always appeared gorgeously gowned, and her diamonds
excited much envy. Then she suddenly renounced society life, turning-oveeverything to her Bister with the
simple explanation, "There 1s nothing
to it."
Since then Mrs. Gould has disowned
her.
Mrs. Sun Yue Is of the same type
as her sister, Mrs. Howard Gould, tha
beauty that captivated the
aristocracy of New York. She
is a large finely shaped woman, with,
great blue eyes and a glorious head of
blonde hair.
Her voice la low and
her cultured manner impresses one.
and In talking to her the refugee
house in which she lives takes on tha
atmosphere of an aristocratic drawing;
room.
The lady met her husband
just after the earthquake, and she
was not long In making up her mind
to marry the one man who has suc
ceeded In Inducing her to change her
name.
They were married
according to
the rites of Confucius and Mrs. Sua
Yue claims now to be a
Chinese woman.
Miss Clemens for a number of
years was a missionary among the
Chinese in San Francisco. Her sister, Mrs. Howard Gould, a few years
ago offered to settle a handaome
competence on Miss Clemens it she
would give up her Chinese work and
go to reside with their mother at
Palo Alto. Miss Clemens, who has
always been considered quite eccentric, refused her sister's offer. EA
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EXCIIESJOfilENT
Governor Selects Socorro Sa
loonkeeper to Succeed Baca.
Accused of Grafting.
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INCREASE RATES
ON GRAIN 6HIPMENTS
InNew York. Oct.
8. Another
crease In grain rates takes place today, this time an increase of half a
cent. Notices were sent out by the
Joint Traffic association last month,
and the indignation of shippers has
risen to white heat. The raise applies to wheat, flax, corn and barley.
The raise Is a quarter of a cent a
bushel. Many of the produce men
say this is merely retaliation by the
railroads, who are "taking tt out" of
the shippers. Steamship lines, it has
btcome known, are affected by tne
new rate law in their custom of giving 'through bills of lading." where
shipments would be made by rail and
water from some American city to
Kurope. The law requires that rates
for such shipments be published and
note of any change be made public
thirty days before It Is to take efRAILROADS

fect.

St.
10.05.

Iouis,

Spelter.
Sjieller, nominal,

Oct. 8.

CONFUSION REUGIC!!

mnlLI-mnito-a- ire

IN

FOUR HUNDRED CASES ARE

CHRISTIANITY

Her Liege Lord Is Only a Day
Laborer Who Says "Alle UtccT
For All RhjhL

nd out.
that young Mr. Hearst's political exOdell was one of those money mtoths ploits of th past few years have
who were singed by the Hughes In- opened his eyes to the necessity of

NO GREAT DAMAGE WAS

RENOUNCES

!

iiuOHEeJ

surance light. That was a time when
his political power could neither save
hlmseir or his dear friend, E. H.
Harrlman.
The republican state machine Is In
splinters.
Hearst surprised his friends by accepting the support of Chas. F. Murphy, of Tammany hall and the Tammany braves. It is said that there
was a "deal" with Murphy.
However, this may be, it is certain

Has Become Mrs Sun Yue
That Now Is.

i

(Y

.;

REVOLUTION

Nashville, Tenn. Oct. t All Ten
nessee has turned out to see tne
great fair which opened tj.liy for a
show of six days till the 13th. The
exhibits have come in ;n unprecen
dented colume and variety from all
portions of the state, and there is i
specially fine exhibition of horses and
cattle of all kinds. In industrial exhibits also there is a good display,
while in farm iproducts the show is
the finest made in years. This shows
not only that Tennessee has not only
awakened to the merits of the fair,
but is also taking a lively interest in
the making of exhibits. The number
of exhibitors Is much larger than at
any previous fair. The attendance
is also excellent, and the city is
profiting by a greatly Increased business.

COTTON MILLS LACK HANDS

OPERATIVES ENOUGH
Providence, R. I., Oct. 8. Cotton
mill agents ip Rhode Island complain
of the scarcity of help in some departments, and assert that in this respect the increase of wages granted
early last summer did not have the
beneficial result hoped for. The Increase did not draw back a sufficient
number of those who left the mills
when wages were lower. In some
mills, at the present time, more looms
have been stopped than ever bt'fore in
the history of the state for want of
operatives. This scarcity has brought
about a keen competition among mill
officials in offering inducements to
families to become permanent help.
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DAILY ORDER
Destruction of Life Was Small
and Ruin of Property
Limited. ,
Scale.
That Illustrious Body Pays
Those of the Spanish War
Its Respects to President
Nurnber Fully 45.000 in
TENNESSEE AND MONTANA ;
FORCE OF AMERICAN
Roosevelt,
U
Their Membership.
FOLLOW THE SAAIE-COKSE
MARINES

Fast As Made.

Kansas City, Oct. 8. A Joint convention of the American Live Slock
association, the Cattle Raisers' association and the Corn Belt Meat Producers' association was held here today and plans were discussed for securing a better foreign market for
American live stock products. The
call for the convention says in part:
"It is of great importance to the
live stock industry that a more extended foreign market be secured In
order to dispose of our Increasing
surplus of meat products and to insure good prices for live stock at
home. The United States raises more
live stock than the home people can
consume. On the other hand, there Is
a marked scarcity of meat In continental countries. Wte should be able
to supply this shortage abroad. Under fair and reasonable international
trade relations we believe that a
larger proportion of surplus meat
products could be sold to those
that need them, thus benefiting
both ourselves and European consumers."
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OF FAIRS

State and County Appopria-- .
tions Made on Generous

Say This Country Cannot Consume Meat Products As
.
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Special to The Evening Cltlsen.
Socorro, N. M., Oct. 8. The
announcement that Gov. Hager- man has removed Leandro Ra.ce,
from the office of sheriff was re- ceived in this city Saturday with
the news of Molses Baca's an-polntment to
who will
serve for the remainder of the
unexpired term.
Considerable cotnnx-n- t is heard
here regarding the governor's
choice of a successor, as the new
incumbent has been engaged in
the saloon business in Socorro
for a number of years.
Uaca's removal Is the out-growth of charges filed against
him several months
since by
Elfego Baca, who recently re- signed from the office of district
attorney. The allegations were

later
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charges preferred by a number oC e
uusiuess men and stock grow- - e
ers. It Is alleged la the charges
tnat Baca used his office to fur-tht r his own interests and reaped
profits at the expense of the
county in feeding the prisoners.

ALBUQUEKQUL

PAGE TWO.
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Record Herald
the Wellman-Chicagexpedition.
Lieutenant Ijihm and Major Her- sey, his companion during the trip,
lly Mi Weekly ky
escribed their voyaeo as having neon
Tim Qtiica Publishing Company mom delightful, the weather favoring!them from the start until snortty neUuvack the ore
r ilimlil am amaai far araaamaariaaj
the finish, when nn easterly
I !
Mta.
wind sprang up and took their balra3a5"""1"aBIB1 loon, the United States, dangerously
ciose to the cliffs near Whitby, Ens- o

(YtNING CITIZEN

0CO0OK
Aseptic Paper

of
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of
of
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of

and.

Some years ago. Major Hersey was
charge of t.'ie I nitod States wtnt ti
er bureau at Santa Ke. N. M., where
he also served as adjutant general on
staff. Subsequent-tovernor
he became a major In the Rooso- velt regiment of Rough Riders and
went to Cuba. After the little brush
with Spain, Major Herscy
he service of the weather bureau nnd
hnd been stationed latterly In Louis-

vnlaj Paper

of Bernalillo County

Off of Albuquerque.
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Health Insurance in its

5c3 for 10c

Tan Bvaamta Cmin UI ba dalirarad bi Uia
m a aha law rata af to eant. par waak. ar for a
r akaaak. whan paid mrtnir.
Inown on Application

Ifhyaaasfaara mM aaafar
farar br notlfrlne d(
af uia paper.
liaHily aa aar
afct
ramHtaneaa .hould ba aridinud ta
twm Cllilian PvauaniMO Comhiit. brafta.
aaa
a, ajaaaalDc and axpraaa
ba avaaa payable U th ardar af th
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REPUBLICAN TICKET
For Delegate to Congress

WILLIAM H. ANDREWS
of Bernalillo County.

BERNALILLO COUNTY

ARE
BY

BORDER

HIGHLAND

IMMIGRATION OFFICIALS
RURALS.

PHARMACY

PHARMACY

First St. and Cold Avebue

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

$6
$1.50 up
50c

Painless Extracting
ALL

$8

ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEED.

WORK

a resolution of
ROAD
MILEAGE
county republican central com
mittee or the county of ucrnaiuio,
adopted at a meeting held nt Albu
enrernue. N. M.. September 27. 1906, PUBLIC ROADS IN THIS TERRI
a convention of the republicans of
TORY, THEIR COST AND
Mid county is hereby called to meet
OTHER FACTS.
j,
mt the Elks opera house. In this city
A
Washington
Monday, the sin aay ot Octobe
distich says: In
L(4
15.326'
miles of public
there were
T906. at 7:30 o'clock p. m.. for the
purpose of nominating a county ticket road in the territory of New Mexico,
to be Toted for at the next regular of which only two miles are reported
election, which will be held on the to have, been Improved. By comparing
tk day of November, 1906. The of the total road mileage with the area
ers that will be voted for are a of the territory, it appears that there
was .12 of a mile of public road per
follows: One delegate in congress
mile of area. A comparison
tne member of the legislative council ofsquare
mileage with population shows that
of New Mexico, for the county of Ber there
was one mile of road to every
ttaUllo; two members of the house
f representatives of New Mexico, twelve inhabitants.
Source of Revenue.
-- tor
the county of Bernalillo; tw
Jjoards of county commission
members of the board of county com ersThe
are
authorized to levy a road tax
misslooers: one probate judge; one on nil property
subject to taxation in
cH rk of the probate court; one sn
counties of not to exceed
perintendent of schools; one sheriff the f various
mill on the dollar in any one
one county assessor; one treasurer year. Upon
the petition of a hundred
county
c611ector; one
,ad
and tax payers, the board of
atvrveyor, and Ave members of the voters
may levy in
. commissioners
county
constitutional convention to adopt
special
a
addition
tax
for road and
Ariconstitution for the new state of
bridge purposes of not to exceed one
zona,
f
mills on the dollar on
Each precinct in the county of Ber- and
all taxable property in the county.
nalillo Is entitled to one delegate to Every
male
tho republican county convention for over 21 and under tin years ofreslder
age is
every twenty-fiv- e
votes cast for Hon. required by the road supervisor of his
W H. Oreer for member of the terri- respective precinct to perform not
torial council in 1904, and one addi- less than two or more than five days
tional delegate for each fraction labor on the highways annually, or,
thereof above ten votes so cast, and in lieu thereof, to furnish a substitute
ts
the primaries in the several
or pay to the road supervisor the
for the selection of delegates to sum of $1 per day for each day he
the republican county convention la required to perform such labor.
will be called to order by the respectExpenditures in Money and Labor.
ive chairmen herein designated:
The amount derived from the prop
Dele- - erty tax and expended on roads was
Chair- Proc. Name of
gates. I3a,4o7.ot in lu4. and the estimate!
man.
Prec.
2io.
1. San Jose
Plutarco I.ueras 4 cash value of the labor tax was $130
X. Alameda
Melquiades Mari4, making a total expenditure o
4 $lba,G52.56. ' By comparing the tota
tinez
4. Ran. de Albuq. Daniel Martinez 4 expenditure with the total mileagt
Eslavio Vigil " 9 of public road and with the'ponula
5. Barelas
C. Los Padillas
4 tion of the territory. It Is found that
N. Marino
7. San Antonio
Darlo Gutierres 2 the funds collected and expended for
S Los Grlegos
David M. Perea 4 road purposes amounted lo $10.8(1 per
4 mile of public road, or 84 cents per
. Rao. de Atrisco D. J. Metzgar
2 mnaititant.
Escobosa
Pablo Crespln
3
11. Pajarito
J. F. Hubbell
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
20
32. Albuquerque
M. E. Hlckey
IX Old Albuquer- - Modesto C. Or- Department of the Interior, Land Ofque
10
tis
fic
at San'a. We N. M ' Snnt
2
14. San Ignacio
Pedro Aranda
1906..
2S. La Tijera
J. II. Carpenter 2 Notice is hereby given that William
23. San Antonlto Juan Gutierres 3 G. Tight of Albuquerque, N. M., has
ZS. Albuquerque
T.N. Wilkerson 21 filed notice of bis intention to make
2S. Atrisco
Transito Cande- final commutation proof in support of
4 nis claim, viz:
laria
Homestead Entry No.
J. D. Maldonado 3 9112 made April 2, 1906, for the NS
34. Chillll
35. Los Duranes
Carlos B. Chaves 5
23,
T.p. 10 N,
Section
The precinct meetings shall be held Range 3 E, and that said proof will
not later than Saturday, the 6th day be made before the Probate Clerk, at
of October, 1906, except In precincts Albuquerque, N. M., on November
12, 13 and 26, the primaries shall be 1906.
held on Friday, the Eth day of OctoHe names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon
ber, 1906.
. The precinct chairmen
herein ap- ana cultivation or, the land, viz:
M. F. Angell. C. E. Hodgln, Charles
pointed shall take action and call the
precinct primaries, at such date, hour t.tue, Mrs. John Brown, all of Albu
and place as they may deem proper, quenjiie, w.
MANUEL H. OTERO,
within the date affixed above, and
Register.
give proper notice of Bald meetings.
.
AH persons in sympathy with the
Burnm.
Wounds.
ana
Bruises
. principles of the republican party hnd
opposed to democratic rule, itnd who to By applying an antiseptic dressin
wouuds, bruises, burns and like in
are not affiliated with any party or juries
before intlammation sets in
organisation opposed to tho regular
republican party of the county of Ber- they may be healed wit limit matiira
tho time
nalillo, are hereby cordially invited to tion und In about
required by the old treatment. Thi
take part In the primaries.
is
greatest
thu
discovery
and triumph
Alternates shall not be recognized
modern surgery. Chamberlain'
and proxies will not be admitted un- oi
Ptiin
Halm
acts
oti this siinie peine
less held and presented by residents pie. it
n an antiseptic mid when ap
of the same precinct.
piled
lo
injinies.
such
entities them to
The chairman and secretary of each
precinct meeting shall certify to the bea! very quickly. It also alliivs th
mi,i sorencMs und prevents any
chairman ot the republican county pain
of lilooil poisoning.
Keep
central committee the list of dele- ddtiK.-liottl
id I'ain Balm in your bom
gates selected in his precinct.
Contests, If any, shall bo filed with mid it will save you time and iimiiev
to mention the ineonvenieiu an
the secretary of the countv commit not
suiii injuries entail. IV
tee not later than October 8, 1906, at sintering
sale iv all druugixtH.
i o'clock a. m.

In compliance with

one-hal-

one-hal-

.able-bodie- d

pre-chi-

3.

-

'I

in

V

dAIM'l

MONTOVA,

Secretary.

Chairman Republican Central Com
inlttee of Bernalillo County, New
Mexico.

NESTOR

HERSEY WELL KNOWN
IT WEST

COPP.
ROOM II N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
B. F.

WHAT

Their

THE KIDNEYS

DO.

Unceasing .Work Keeps
Strong and Henlthy.

All the blood

Ut

in the body passes

through the kidneys once every three
minutes. The kidneys filter the blood
They work night and .day. When
600
healthy, they
remove about
grains of impure matter dally, when
unhealthy some pan of this impure
matter is left: in the blood. This
brings on many diseases and symp
toms pain in the back, headache
nervousness, hot, dry eltln, rheu
matism, gout, gTavel, disorder of the
eyesight and hearing, dizziness, ir
regular heart, debility, drowsiness,
dropsy, deposits in the urine, etc.
But if you keep the filters right you
will have no trouble with your Kidneys.
Nazarlo Alarid, of Cerrillos Road,
Santa Fe, New Mexico, says: "I was
continually buying medicine for my
kidneys.
None of the medicine 1
used had the slightest effect on my
kidenys or backache, at least I was
unable to notice any. When an at
tack of backache reached the vldulent
stage, I was compelled to Btop work
for an hour until the spasm disappeared. When suffering from an attack I got Doan's Kidney Pills. The
remedy soon benefitted me in every
wny and removed every symptom of
kidney complaint. I heartily recommend Doan's Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
cents. Foster-MllbuCo., Buffalo,
N. Y., sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
54
take no other.
,

office.

Frank

cottiies.

1ItQ Ijiijli

r,

executors

and devisees, Mrs.
Specht, Minnie Condon,
Edward Condon, David Condon, Jr.,
Sisters of Mercy of Memphis, Tenn.,
Memphis,
Joseph's
Hospital,
St.
'lenn.; the Sisters of Charity of Cincinnati, O.; Sisters of Charily of the
leaven worth Branch, A. M. Manda-lar- l.
superior of the Dominican Order
In charge of St. Peter's church
at
Memphis, Tenn.: Thos. S. Byrne,
bishop of Nashville, Tenn.; sister superior of St. Joseph's hospital at Al
buquerque, N. M., and (o all whom it
may concern:
You are hereby notified that the alleged last will and testament of John
Condon, late of the county of Bernalillo and territory of New Mexico, deceased, has been produced and lead
In the probate court of the county of
llernalillo, territory of New Mexico,
at nn adjourned regular term thereof,
held on the 1st day of October, 1906,
and the day of the proving of said alleged last will and testament was by
order of the judge of said court there
upon fixed for Monday, the 6th day of
November, A. D. lHOti, term of said
court, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon of
said day.
Given under nn- hand and the i'eal
of this court this 1st day of October
Mary Condon

GENERAL

'' '
?
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
"

1

i

the t'eii balloon race from Par-U- ,
Kraute, Sunday Afternoon, the
Majur II. B. Hrsey referred u In the
jies telegrams a eagerly seizing u'l
opportunity to distinguish himself 'is
assistant to Lieutenant Lalim, is well
tuid very largely kuowu throughout
the wetn and Hie southwest. He hud
Just arrived in Pari from Norway
with Waller Welliiiun, at Ibe bead of
111

'

''

--

'

u.

Close In on North Fifth, at a bargain

this week.

5 room

AN 3

205 West Gold

DKPomiTORr
&

Santa Fe Railway Company

CAPITAL,
SURPLUS AND PROFITS,

LOANS

$100,000.00
. . .

22,000.00

Interest Paid on 'rime Deposits
Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts o;

CARDS

We Want Your

LAWYERS.
Ir M. 3Cnu
ATTORNEY AT LAW. 32 F street
N. W., Washington, D. 0.
Pensions,

tho.

Wor.d

Banking Business

DIRECTORS
Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Mlera.
F. H. strong. "ay A. Hubbs.

lauds, patents,
copyrights, caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan,
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquerque, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.

O. N. Matron.
Wm. Farr. J. B.
D. H. earns. J. A. Weinman.

E. W. Dobso i.

ATTORNEY AT LAW, Office,
well Mock, Albuquerque, N. M.
DENTISTS.

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

Wholesale Grocers

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mail.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. 306 Railrctid avenue.
Office
hours, 8:80 a. m., to 12:
p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 6 p. m. Telephone 462. Appointments made by mall.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

y

A. BORDERS.

EXPELS

QL00D HUMORS

Albuquerque Business Men
(advertise in the Evening Citi- ufzuuuau

lA

mi

1

i

At-tiju

paper

the people of Albuquerque
react.
m

04C009OC0004C
g.
"OLD RELIABLE."

L.

ESTABLISHED

1873.

PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE

GROCER I
2

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Southwest.
,

2

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

AYENL'::.

ALBUQUERQUE,

,'.

M.

0900cao0C000C'OtO0OtOCtO

s

t

ir.-.- i

.1. C.

ih

''"?

pui-ilicr-

"

i,(

111.

-- I
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(

'

iMMM

i

II

1

o

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

&a,00

.

I

i

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Crom-

-

in

m.

Auto Phone 578

PROFESSIONAL

two-stor-

Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

STATE NATIONAL BANK

BASHINSKY

ESTATE

vice President

Depository lor Atchison, Topeks

I

110 West Gold Ave.

REAL

President

.

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

house, close in, lowlands,
for 12700.00.

&

NEW MEXICO

OrriCERB AND DIRECTORS
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

TWO LOTS

modern
Ackerman, Grant

i

,

ALBUQUERQUE,

y
A six room
brick house, corner of Seventh
street and Tijeras avenue. Inquire
at Lommori & Mattencci, 624 West
1 ijeras
avenue.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
houses and flats for housekeeping.
PHYSICIANS.
also ranch. Will take parties to
Drt. R. L. HUST.
board. Apply at 110 East Coal avOffice, 6 8, N. T. Armljo Bldg.
enue.
Mrs. Norris.
Tuberculosis treated wltn
FOR RENT Nicely furiiiblied rooms,
Electrical Current and
$1.25 to $1.50 per week; 25c to 5Uc
given each
Treatments
per night. Also rooms for light Germicide.
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
housekeeping.
The Minneapolis nurse In attendance. Both 'phones.
Mouse, 524 South Second street,
UNDERTAKER.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Auto,
'phone
314.
Colo., Red 115.
"Oft SALE.

Kb-c-

Solicits

DEPOSITORY POR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA & SANTA
FE RY.

1

,t

and

OFFICERS AND DntECTORS
Luna, Presfuent: W. 8. Strlckler. V. P. and Cashier- - W
Johnson, . sst. Cashier; Wm, Mcintosh, J. c. Baldridee Solo-- J
nion :.una, A. M. Blackwell. Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cro jwelL '

I

11

SmiQQ fit
Mm SEssioo

Solomon

-

FORMERLY IN CHARGE OF THE
WEATHER BUREAU AT SANTA
FE SERVED AS ADJUTANT

.

Facilities,

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evsnlngs.

five-roo-

urant Block.
rxK KEN 1

Ql

mum

4

ing.

ouildmg.
FOR RENT Pleasant, airy, well-fu- r
nished rooms for housekeeping. 524
West Railroad avenue.
FOL RENT Furnished rooms, with
or without lioard; home cookln;
207 North Fifth street.
FOR RENT The Roosevelt Hise.
309,,i West Railroad avenue.
Ap
ply 322 South Seventh street.
KOR RENT Four-roocottage, fur
nished, at Lockhart ranch. Ten
minutes' walk from street car line.
KOR RENT Residence,
609
West
Gold avenue. Six rooms and bath.
Kent $35 per month. Apply morn
lugs, or to Mrs. John F. Pearce.
FOR RENT Kitchen, dining room
bed room and store room; $15 per
Minneapolis House, 524
month.
South Second street.
FOR HU:nT Apartments
in 1'ar
View terrace,
eight rooms each:
steam heated, and all other modern
conveniences. H. H. Tilton, room 19,

John

DEPOSITS
aaTXfcal

"

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE
CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
Loans are quickly made and
strictly private. Time: One month
to nne year given. Goods remain In
your possession. Our rates ere reasonable. Call and see us before borrow-

RENT.

New

SAVINGS

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed

On

BACON

RENT

ON

aSJBrVf,-Tti-

MONEY to LOAN

III.

FOR

FOR

ALLOWED

d

POR TERFIELD CO.

o

Kalla-he-

INTEREST

surplus, $100,000

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

New Mexico.

Chicpgo.

NEW MEXICO

ml

i

WANTED Men and women in each Also
county as field managers to represent, advertise and distribute samples of our goods. Salary $80.00
per month, paid weekly, and cash
advanced for expenses. No capital
or expenlence necessary. Position
permanent.
Address Northwestern
Co., Dept. 2 K, 338 Wabash avenue,

LEGAL NOTICE.
Will and Testament of
Condon, Deceased.
To O. N. Marion na Patrick

ALBUQUERQUC

One-tfhir-

on
Gentleman ooarUer
WANTED
Ranch, half mile from car line. Address B, Citizen office.
WANTED To buy a camping outfit.
Horses, harness anil wagon.
at 218 North Walter street.
WANTED Any ptrson willing to
distribute our samples; $20 weekly.
"Empire' 92 I.asaile St., cnicago.
WANTED Help" furnished and em- ployniont of nil kinds secured
promptly. Call on, write or phone
Colhurn:s Employment agency. 109
West Silver avenue. Auto Phone 270
A woman to cook and do
WANTED
general house work in a family of
two: no children. Apply at once
to 310 South Edith street.
(Tucfle ui'cn's'se couu n aii3
Vv aST7j"
clothing. No. G15 South First street,
south of viaduct. Senu address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTED Good girl for general
housework. German preferred. Mrs.
L. B. Putney, 624 West Copper avenue.
1'hyslclan from John Hop-kinWANTKD
Hospital, Baltimore, seekc an
opening In New Mexico. Expert in
physical and microscopical diagnosis. Address A. A. Citizen office.
WANT ED At once at Fort Bayard",
N. M.. ten first class carpenters.
Wages from 60 to 55 cents per hour,
$."i
per day to exceptionally good
men. Long job and good work.
Board will cost $16.50 per month.
Apply to J. A. Harlan, Fort Bayard,

rn

Last

buslnist

r OR SALE Fire wood at the Su Commercial Club Building, Black
pen, r Lumber juid Planing Mill Co,
and White Hearse, $5
rOR SALE Fine driving mare; also
ARCHITECTS.
second-han- d
surrey. 1123 Tigeras
,
F.
W.
Spencer.
Room
Harnett
Koad.
Huilding, Albuquerque, N. M.
Both
FOR SALE tJrocery store and resPhones.
taurant. Inquire at The Citizen office.
CIVIL" ENGINEER.
A. D. mot;.
A. E. WALKER,
FOR RENT Three-roofurnished
J. R. Farwell.
Probate Clerk.
house, with bath, close in. No. Iu8
Room 23. N. T. Armljo building.
.It ill ii street.
Torments of Tetter and Eczema Al
NOTARY PUBLIC.
FOR SALE One double scaled
surlayed.
rey, horse and harness, cheap. ApThe Intense ilchiny; characteristic
Thos.
K. D, Maddison.
ply a 32:1 South Second H'rect, or
of e .eiua. tetter and like fkiu dis
Office with W. B. Chllders, 117 West
ijouth
Eililh
street.
eases is instantly Hlluyed by applying JJi2
Gold avenue
Chamberlain's Salve, and inaiiv se F nrSX LE 1 oTseln7 gyaml h a
ROOEKICK SlOVt-f- , E. E.
cheap; also furniture of four
vere cases have been permanently
room house, and of a three room
cured by i:s use. Kor sale by ail
Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
bouse, new. ai a bargain.
Party
druugists.
Agent
Fairbanks. Morse & Co. o
leaving city. Inquire at 4 It Wert Gas and for
gasoline
engines a specialty.
Copper avenue
yot
West Hatlroad avenue. AutoFOR
SALE General
nu rclinmilaak matic 'phone, 179.
business on the El Paso and Southwestern in eastern New Mexico.
Blood Poisoning
Stock $15,00(1 to $20,000. Hne op- results
from chronic constipation, 2
portunity for right party. Can ex- which is quickly cured by Dr. King's
2
plain good reason for selling. Lo- New Life ,1'ills!
They 'remove all
lulling, disliurin eruptions. laOu-s- , boils, etc., us will as iimiKs, cality healthiest in New Mexico. Ad- poisonous germs from the system and 9
black-head- s
dress inquiries to this paper
ami rough, scaly skins, show the liresince of nonie irritating
infuse n. w lile and vigor; cure sour
humor in the blotnl. These aci.ls ami humors with which the blool is filled
stomach, nausea, headache, dizziness
A Young Mother at 70.
are beinj;- constantly thrown oil tlin.uj.li the Junes and latils, and the skin
"My mother
has suddenly been and colic, witlio.n griping or discomis kiit in a feverish, diseased and utisi-ihtlcondition. Notliin'' atilicd made young at To. Twenty ye.tr.--- . of fort. :.'".. Guaranteed by all drugexternally can chan-- e the condition of the blood or prevent tlie outflow of intense siiifei'ing from dyspepsia bad gists.
5
TMii sunts ri
:i,'i',t J ,
.... ......... . ... i . t. :
1.
e e. i it. nt.1i. ... t tiitaiiuen
, Unaided
i n inh
n n.
her.
'
until si.
i
iel.
hit t.
i til ii tlu lilts.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
washes, salves, lotions, ttc, that ate used cannot reach the humor-ladeluonibs usit, when she began taking BREAD
and take no other.
blood and are. therefore, useless, txct pt for the temporary comfort ami clean-- '
r.e Hitters which l .ue c.mt;,:ete-liius.'
they allord. The acid poison in the blood, which" is t'ae cause of the ' em.
her and
tl.e
PENNYROYAL
PILLS
lutd in the MOTT'S
trouble, must be removed bifoie a cure can be effected S S S. is a real "'r-esand activity
Mrs w
"r lif, "
posse-sin;- ,'
4'IoiM
all the lcpiiictiients to neutralize and leuiove the ' :l
- h'Il
tuntti'l
iit
Ifc'or
tl'
ricl. ol I laiit'or'b. At.
id li.unsli ' jihs "C tin llillliiii.l,.. ,t. c
liuiuor l rum the circulation.
ervj trace ot the
Il euinnb ielv vii"iii..ii'
y at
I, f Kait'i i"
ii
',.
poison and icstotcitliis vital fluid to its natural slate of purity H. S. S. cooK
ifiri-llii.i-ablllltl
Nt
itt
i..i
ti iron, oi.'l i bt..i.
the acid l. au-- bhtod so that instead of prin.r out aci, matter on tl.e skin ''V,
n 'i'ijU
iittn n i'iin.l tur
III. t... i;tmi- t i.. Ihiiii IU
tv
..
l.
,H.ni
litis
riflatlK,
t d
mull. Holt! I v
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FOR SALE Furniture for pale and
house or rent. Inquire 116 South
High street.
FOR SALE Two choice lots in the
Grant tract, for $300.
cash, balance $10 a month. A bar
gain. See H. S. Knight.
A handsome Hardman
FOR SALE
piano, in fine condition and almost
new, at a bargain.
For partlcu-lars- ,
call et this office.
FOR SALE: The Minneapolis House,
at a bargain. Muat be sold. Forty-fou- r
rooms, all newly furnished,
painted and papered. The best paying property In Albuquerque. Any
offer acceptable. Call or address C.
D. Warde, the Minneapolis House,
Albuquerque, N. M.

WANTED A girl for general house work; small family. 619 West 11Jems avenue.
WANTED Lady s ticket for Chicago.
Mrs. V. Young, 4U8 North Second

205 East Railroad Ave.

Tievino, Carlos Humbert,
o
Iearnardo Villnreal, Juan Garcia,
Antonio and Joaquin, alleged Mexican revolutionists, were taken from
Tucson to Nogales Thursday night
and forced across the border by the
A
immigration
officials.
forca of
Mexican rurals in waiting arrested
them the moment they crossed the
line. The men were handcuffed to
gether and taken to the Mexican prig- on. T he prisoners were deported on
the findings of the authorities at
Washington that they were alien Im
migrants. All sis were alleged to be
prominent in the revolutionary plot
to take nn armed force into Mexico
and start an uprising.
Bruno

tr

Addres J. B.

at once.

'S

FRANK
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VVANTh ti

Sold by the
REVOLUTIONISTS

ARIZONA
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WANTED A cook, at
Fourth street.

DEPORTED

ARE

RlONTEZlfllA TRUST

:uv.r,nR3

WANTED.
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BANK INSTITUTIONS
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Cni?.-sc-

MEXICANS

BAD

tiic man who rhouid be worklag tor you?
"Wouid flidky lend you moneyt
mai
the n iti n ".eiild like to buy your horss?
the nr.n who would buy an Interest in your
tins Tan who would buy that lot of ground?
the man who would buy your old bicycle?

Ce vviil-

For Invalids
Tourists and
School Children

ville, Ky.

&!ty by Carrier, 60c per month
iznftittst titu Itdi

Cheapest Form

t.M

MONDAY,

DO YOU WANT THE
NAME AND ADDRESS

Drinking Cups

n

CITIZEN.

EVENING

DALDIvI D(j K

DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER

-

PAINT Covers more, loo,. s best, wears lie
longest, most economical; full measure.
HUILDiNl. PAPER Always in slock. Plaster I. illli Cement. Paint,
liiass, Sash, Doers, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW M EX.

S

1

EH .u

MONDAY,

OCTOBER

8,

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALCUQIJERQUE

190.

PAGE THRCE.
MIIIIUH lli'l ll I'lll
WIMWIMFMII
J. D. Eakln, President
O. Qioml, Vice President.
I

l

I

5c

10c

GRAND

SuccenROrs to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.
WHOLESALE DKALKRU IN

'

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

1

.

122 W. Gold Avenue

Holmboe Bros., New 5c, 10c, 15q Store

W

leap rrytblng In stoek to outfit th
most faitldloat bar compltt

Si

sasmanEEsasaai

We will try to make it pleasant
See our windows for special values. Call on Tuesday and hear the music.
for you. See our stock, consisting of Dry Goods, Notions, Hardware, Tinware, Glass and China, Toys,
.

Stationery, School Supplies, Jewelry, Silverware, Fancy Goods, Novelties, and other lines too numerous to
mention 5c, JOc and 5c. No article in our entire store over J 5c. On Wednesday we will keep open until
9 o'clock p. m.t for the benefit of those who will not be able to call during the day.

SUDDEN

RAJA YOGA, THEOSOPHICAL SETTLEMENT AT PT. LOMA, CAL,
IS A QUEER SORT OF PLACE,
BUT THEN AGAIN, IT'S MIGHTY
GARDNER
PLEASANT GILSON
DAMNABLE
NOTHING
FINDS

OF

SIEItl

THERE

1

WORKS

DEATH EVERYBODY

A!

TINGLEY

KATE

Mormon Conference
at Salt Lake City
For above occasion the SANTA FE will sell tickets to
Salt Lake City and return for one fare of $33.10.
Tickets on Sale September 28and 29, 1906.
r. e. purr or, Agent.

o

RULES

St. Michael's College

fWW6BMMsfrHBMBBMJasB

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

FORT

MOSTLY IN THE OPEN AIR.

Was Seized With a Fainting
Spell and Death Resulted Before Arrival of Doctor.

Special Correspondence.
San Diego, Cal., Oct. 8. It is not
a bad sort of a place this Raja Yoga
theosophical settlement, which Kate
Tingley rules absolutely and where
The Evenln Citizen, in its las former Secretary of the Treasury LySaturday's issue, gave a brief avcount j man J. Gage has come for rest nnl
of the death of Sim. Halstein, the retirement. It is queer, to be sure, but
well known cattleman of southern 1 found nothing particularly uncanny
New Mexico. The Silver City Enter- or damnable about It.
prise, wiiich reached this office yesIt is not necessary to presume that
terday, contains the following rel- a man has lost his wits who comes
ative to the death of Mr. Halstein:
here to live. The air and the sunThe
community
was shocktvl sets help to explain. There Is a
Thursday morning wiien the news ar- ting of salt in the fresh breeze that
rived of the sudden death of Sim Hal- conies rwross the Pacific, and a whiff
stein at his ranch on the Ijwer Mini-hrt- of the kelp mingled with new mown
the previous night. According hay. The cool of the sea and the
to tile story which reached this city warm of the sun mingle in pleasant
Mr. Holstein was seized with a faint- proportions. To the
west Is the
ing spell Wednesday evening and a silvery glitter of the limitless ocean;
telephone message asking for a doc- to the east the green and indigo
tor to come at once was sent Imme- waters of the bay. The beach swirls
diately to Deniing. However, before around to the headland in asickle, back of which a tide
the doctor could arrive on the scene
Mr. Hoist ein was dead. Heart failure marsh has daubed the land with a
was presumably the cause of death. yellowish green. In the foreground
Deceased was one of the best known are the tawny sands of the I.oma
cattlemen In the southwest. He was promontory, on which we stand; and
a large stockholder., in and general off to the south and east the Meximanager of the NAN Cattle Co., can mountains are a deep laveadar
with range In the southeast part of against blue sky.
(irant county and headquarters at tha
All this helps to explain, as do
old Brockman ranch. He came to the swish of the fan palm, the graceNew Mexico about twenty years ago ful bend of the pepper trees and the
and by strict attention to business eucalyptus,
hedges
the geranium
built up large cattle Interests, among and the odd little'star flowers along
the largest in southern New Mexico. the path, gliittriug like burnished
genial and of a metal.
He was
come
Children
prancing
sunny disposition which made him along the road as pretty and happy
Is
friends wherever he went. He
looking children as one would wish
survived by a widow and three small to see.
age
60
was about
His
Kaja Yoga means equal balance.
children.
years. Deceased was apparently in The teachers say the idea Is to give
best,
up
to the time of due and projier weight to all things
the
of health
hi3 sudden demise, having successfulphysical, esthetic and spiritual.
ly passed a medical examination for In the school much attention is given
?10,imm
life insurance just four weeks to athletic training and to music.
ago.
Practically all the studying Is' done
out of doors, and it Is the theory that
all discipline is
and all
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS
work voluntary.
The Doy8 are given military drill,
straw-colore-

Hanner, representing
the
Chattanooga, Tenn., Medical company,
city
on
is in the
business.
Miss Katherine Powers, who was
cm a visit to Santa Fe, where she was
the guest of the St. Vincent's sanitarium, has returned to the city.
T. Y. Maynard, the jeweler, ha3
let a contract for a handsome
cottage to be erected on Gold
avenue between Seventh and Eighth
streets.
The new addition to St. Joseph's
hospital is growing rapidly. The
foundation has been laid and the superstructure Is in course of construction. The improvement will cost m
the neighlorhood of 116,000.
George K. Neher and son, Willie
Neher, John W. Abbott and Henry
Westerfeid left at noon on Saturday
for Los Luiias, in which vicinity they
killed ducks and quails yesterday.
They returned to the city last night,
and a few intimate friends were remembered by the hunters.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Putney and
boys, with Harry Dodson as chaffeur,
left Saturday morning in their automobile for the Pecos country. Enough
provisions to last a few days were
taken along. Mr. Putney was accompanied by his trusted shotgun, and
along the route he will kill quail and
ducks.
Hon.
H. B. Fergusson
returned
home Saturday on the California limtwo
ited from
weeks campaigning
with (). A. Iarrazolo, democratic candelegate
didate for
to congress. In thPtcci8 valley.
Mr. Fergusson, says
thai the Pecos valley belongs to tlu1
democrats and that they will carry t
strong at :he coming election.
Tom Kleine, in going up the front
stairs of the N. T. Armijo buildlnx,
Saturday afternoon, made a misstep
and fill backward, striking the stone
lower step with considerable force.
Marshall McMlllln happened to be
nearby and he lirted Mr. Kline to his
feet, accompanying him to his room.
Strange to nay, he was not seriously
hurt and will he out in a few days.
Cat tain S. A. McMurry, one of the
oldest traveling liquor salesmen In
the southwest, is in the city, he sells
the only beverage that flows over the
black marble, but he says that the
pres. n: year hag been the most successful to him in the years of his
Hie, from a business standpoint, and
in all liij experience he has never
se n the country as universally pros
now.
cr.uis
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TO UTILIZE GILA
RIVER FOR POWER
There Is an enterprise on foot, it
is reported, to utilize the water power
in the Gala river. Grant county, in the

Telegraphic mining district for electrical purposes to furnish power which
will be transmitted to Carlisle for the
hoisting and treating the enormous
deposits of low grade gold bearing ore
in that district.
GOV. HAGERMAN HAS GONE
TO SAN JUAN COUNTY
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CHILDREN
AT AN BITBRTAIXMENT IN MRS.
'
' ,XOIV'S OPERA HOUSE. MRS.
CATHERINE TINGLEY AT RIQHT.
A
SKETCH OF THE RAJA YOGA

P
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'LOWER-DECKE-

INDUCEMENT

to those who are anxious to bar
Els range, yet are postponing buying
till next year, we are making this
unique offer, good till Augjst 20.
Detroit Jewel Gas Range No. 52-1(21.00.
Terms, 93 cash and A
month for four month.
Detroit Jewel Gas Range, No.
$22.50.
Terms, $3 cash and 3.60
month for five month.
FREE PLUMBING.
To each p rchaser of a range will
be given, free, one year's suDscrip-no- n
to one of the following magazines
The Delineator, Good Housekeeping
or Woman's Home Companion. This
exceptional offer will be closed after
Monday, August 20th.

WU?. .Ill
--

SCHOOL.

25-1- 3,

brown khttkl uniform, Including leg
gins
felt hat, the coat buttoning
and the girls calesthenics, with bas- up to and
the throat like the navel blouse.
ket ball, golf, tennis and such sports, Ten cents
is charged for admission to
ihe climate Is favorable to the degrounds. The men all have these
sired outdoor life. The girl is taught the
brown
uniforms this
particular
cooking, sewing and other branches shade
adapted to 6hedding and not, getter. She owns the best theatre in
of domestic science, as well as pho- showing therather prevalent dust. San Diego and there gives frequent
tography, painting, music, literature Some have a quality
of serge in place! addresses to the public. Music Is a
and the languages. The children have
a uniform costume of wi.lte flunnel,
feature of these exercises. The yonug
with equal steal the clothes problem,
brown stockings,
tan
.mdals or but without being able to agree upon women speakers on these occasions
come upon the stage always In flow
shoes, and brown chip straw hats. a uniform costume.;
Ing while, and with a log boa of
There are several hundr J pupils in
Tailoring
and dressmaking fs car- piaited flowers about the neck.
the school, and there is now a branch
Us
on.
ried
There
also a printing
Altogether, the movement .which A
school in San Diego, suaie in Cuba
and one or more la .London. England. piant which turns out excellent work. manifests itself in this school with 4
Photography
made an art, as is, a strange sounding name, appears to
Persons of any and all religious de- wood curving is and
framing. be educational esthetic and industrial
nominations are invited to live or All farming Is doti picture
by means of ar-- . ly
Its spiritual features
"Ixima-land.- "
study at
Universal tlficlal Irrigation, as all this country
to those who have sounded
brotherhood is said to be the inspira- is without rain for about nine months apptal
the purely material and sorbld and
tion of the theo8ophists who are heie in the year. Not all the
bima people found them hollow. Like anything
gathered under the leadership
of are vegetarians. Those who like meat new, it has
aroused prejudice. But I
Katherine Tingley. The bible is acit.
am convinced that there are
no
cepted. This is the only religious in- eatThe
Raja-YogInstitution has an grounds for weird tales which have
'
struction in the schools.
air of prosperity,
Whatever
else been woven about it, even if there
The visitor is met at the entrance Katherine .Tingley may or may not Is a touch of fake In the oriental oc
to the grounds by a young man in be she, seems to be a good money! cultism which sounds In its name
,
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

j

running in order to level up a depres- life. He Is now on his feet ami In
sion near the railroad tracks.
For a fair .way to speedy recovery.
one day this was a success, but the
next day the water ran aliout half A BIG SALE OF
way. when It disappeared In the
SHEEP AT ROSWELL
ground and In a short time the land
J. M. Miller or Roswell has bought
to
settle.
commenced
19.20U head of sheep from Matthew-so& Turner.
All the ranches, camp
MARCH OF CORONADO
equipment, burros, horses, wagons,
MONUMENT FUND etc., go with the sheep, the considera-Itlo- n
being $70,000 cash. This deal not
A generous fund has ben raised by
subscription for the erection of a being big enough to satisfy Mr. Miller
monument to commemorate the march he also bought 4800 head of sheep of
of Cornado In New Mexico.
A huge J. H. Talbor, paying him $14,500. Mr.
granite boulder, suitably inscribed on Miller began his ventures In the Bheep
Us four faces is to be placed on the business at Roswell in 1881 and has
lawn between the Santa Fe railway sold on seve ral times, but being one
tracks and the Casteneda hotel at of the most thorough and best posted
Las Vegas, and is to be dedicated with 'sheepmen In New Mexico, he is never
ceremonies similar to those that able to stay out of the business long
marked the Pikes' Peak celebration at 'at a time as he has made a fortune
Colorado Springs this year. The ded- at it.
ication will take place probably next
year during the Lag Vegas fair and
NOTICE FOA PUBLICATION.
is to be widely advertised.
Several '
Department
of the Interior, Land Ofthousand dollars will be raised to
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 22,
defray the expense.

TRIALS

FIELD

OF

FOX

HOUND CLUB

n

Boston, Mass., Oct. 8. The Brunswick Foxhound club Is holding its annual ueld trials today at Barre. There
Is the largest turnout In the history
s
of the club. The first
In the hunting, trailing, speed and
driving, endurance and tongueing
classes, each won outright a silver
cup. The honnd making the highest
general average won a sliver cup, and
will hold for one year the Hitchcock
championship cup and the Woodstock Kennel cup. The latter cup will
become the i roperty of the club mem-le- r
winning It twice, but the wins
need not be made In successive years
nor with the same hound.

j

'

A

NATIVE

BITTEN

BY

RATTLESNAKE
A Mexican by the name of Romaldo
Moye was bitten on the arm by a rattlesnake while out on the Block ranch
a few days ago, says the White Oaks
He was stooping down to
Outlook.
take a drink at a spring when the
massasaima struck him without warning. Inflammation s' t i.l aliinf. Immediately and the man was brotmnt
to town for treatment. By the li
reached here the swelling haa become fearful und his whole arm 'iiiu
side soon after turned black, t limit. h
trie poison it seems bad not yet reached Ihe heart. Dr. I'aden at once took
the case In charm- and found that It
was not loo late to sine the man's
A

GOLDEN JUBILEE AT
COVINGTON,
KENTUCKY
Covington, Ky., Oct. 8. The Golden
of
Jubilee and fiftieth anniversary

1906.

Notice Is hereby given that Juan
Pablo Montano of Hagan, N. M., has
filed notice of his intention to make
r
final
proof In support of
his claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
6312, made April 22, 1901, for the NW
Section 4, Lots 3 and 4,
SW
Section 5, Lots 1 and 5, Section 8, and
3,
Lot
Section 9, Twp. 12 N,
Range 6 E, and tuat said proof will be
made before the Probate Clerk at Bernalillo, N. M, on November 6, 1906.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon,
'and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Nestor Gonzales of Hagan, N. M ;
Jacobo Gutierrez of Las Placltas, N.
M.; Jose F. Gutierrez of
Placltas,
;N. M.; Andreg Armijo of Ias Placita?,

I

Episcopal
Methodist
city, Is being cele-- !
ago
years
a few
brated today. Fifty
worshippers of the Methodist docorganized
themselves Into a
trine
body and worshipped at a small frame
dwelling on the site where the present mugniticent edifice now stands.
They were few in number at that
In
time but have gained strength
these fifty years until they now rank
among the strongest congregations of
Kentucky. Kev. C. K. Miller, former
pastor and now presiding elder over
the luisville district, preached the
anniversary sermon.

'the

I in in a n n u I
c .lurch of this

five-yea-

,

4

I

;

Is

PROVINVIAL PREMIERS
MEET FEDERAL AUTHORITIES
CMtawa. Ontario, Oct. 8. The pro-

N. M.

MANUEL

j

R. OTERO,

Register.

A Badly Burned Girl
or boy, man or woman, Is quickly
out of pain if Bucklen's Arnica Salve
is applied promptly. G. J. Welch of
Tekonsha. Mich., says: "I use it In
i
my family for cuts, sores and all
skin Injuries, and find It perfect."
Quikest pile cure known. Best healing salve made. 25c at all druggists.
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vincial premiers have assembled here
to meet the federal authorities for
the arrangement of the provincial
subsidies, and discuss a great variety
of other matters of some consequence.
1 ae subject of boundarltg will come
up, and the Maritime province want
conthe subject of representation
sidered. Niagara Falls preservation
will also come up.

WOODMEN OF AMERICA
HOLD CARNIVAL AT PEORIA
Peoria, His., Oct. 8 The Woodmen
MEN ANDWGMEN.
of America hud a novel feature at
I
li itr U f'TQDOfttarttl
''
their carnival today. A dive hat)
irruautoui. or ul rt lout
d
Uli feet high, and
been
sua no uirip- - Prof. Strati!, the high
diver, dove
runirw,
'- il "T POI,UuUf.
down to the water from the dizzy
' IQr brifiuu,
vent passed
off
all
The
or rit
pt4:n wrapper. height.
prepaid, (or right ami safe, but U caused a do-- !
10. ..r UitMt-!

IflVANSCkiMl'AtC.

con.-iructe-

'

T

?..

CircuUr mui Da rwiusat,

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marquette

Albaqaerqae, New Mexico

l0000
Faywood

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.

RELIEVES PAIN.
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.

prize-winner-

'

.

1. Thomas has fallen from ten inches
to two feet below its former level
and is still settling, says the Aztec
Democrat. There has been for years
a small hole or, rather, a crack In
the ground Jiin north of the part
which has fallen. I.ant
spring the
up'- -. Aztec ditch
broke, running
a
gully
lrwn
nto the hole, but instead
ol thp hole lllling witu water, the
ran en through under the
nun.nd.
to considerable
depth.
A short time ago Mr. Thomas underOVERCOATS.
took to fill ihe hot. by running In
overc oats
for
Hied
I'm
sale wa'er and washing in sand. In this lie
chcUM a Rienfield'K, the pawn brolc-- t was successful, but when the hole
was full he allowed 'the water to keep
i
inmm you can trust.

5

00000C00

Governor Hagerman left Santa Fe
Saturday morning on the Denver &
Rio Grande train. He will be gone
about a week. His itinerary will embrace points in San Juan and Rio
Arriba counties. His first stopping
place w ill be at Tierra Amarllla. The
governor will therefore not be present OTERO MINE
AT
in court when the injunction proceedGALLUP REOPENED
ings against the recent apportionment
a
Within
days the Otero mine
few
on
of the territory will
heard
will again be the scene of mining accause.
says
tivity,
the Gallup Republican.
Rees Ueddow, Sr., has leased this
DROWNED WHILE HUNTING ON
SALT LAKES, COLFAX COUNTY property of the American Fuel comFriday afternoon, while hunting on pany and is making all arrangements
Salt Lake, thirty miles southwest of to operation on a big scale. The mine
Katon, George Wilson of Glasgow, will be started with forty men and
Mo., and Charles Linchcomb of Kan- later the force increased. The Otero,
sas City were drown by the over- it will be remembered, was one of
turning of their boat. Although every the Caledonian mines which were sold
effoit was made to rescue the men, to the above company last spring. The
they sank before help could reach Otero is located a little over a mile
tne-mTheir bodies were recovered east of Gallup and its being operated
in a short lime and an inquest was again by a large force means much
held at the scene of the accident. to Gallup. Mr. Beddow, who hag for
Moth men were employed by the Mid some time been coal inspector for
land Bridge company of Kansas City. the Santa Fe at this point resigned
his position the first of this month
REMARKABLE PHENOMENA
and will begin operation of the Otero.
NEAR AZTEC
About an acre of the tract of land
Just east of the depot, owned by J.
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Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Jos. S.
SchliU, Wm. Lemp and St. Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. MeBrayer'i Cedar Brook, LOuli Hunter, T.J. Monarch, and other standard brands of whiskies, too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as received by us tioiu the nest Vliierliw.
Distilleries nnd Brewerlen in the United States. Call and Inspect oar
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price Lift.
Issued to dealers only.

Open for Business, Wednesday, October 10,
.
at Eight O'clock, A. M.

Reception Tuesday, October 9, 2 to 5 P. M.
Music by DiMauro's Orchestra

O. BacbechL Treaaarwr.

Consolidated Liquor Company

Be
'

1

axrvutry

Chas. Mellnl,

,

tilled thrill among the spectators.

Hot

CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES

Springs

I 1DNEY

AILMENTS.

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.
ACCOMMODATIONS

FIRST

CLA8S.

FAYWOOD,

Sea Santa F Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.

I New Mexico

OfC000HK0
Communication Made Easy
EI Paso & Southwestern System'
Betwesn the Great 8outhwest and Kansaa City,
and all points North and East by tha

St

Louis, Chicago,

Rock Island System
Shortest, quickest, therefore, tha best. Tha only way with two through

trains dally, carrying standard and tourist sleepers, observation cX
Ing car, chair car and coaches. For any trip, anywhera, any tlrno
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.
For full particulars ae

any agent, or addraaa

GARNETT KING
Oeneral Agent.

V.

R. STILL,
Qen. Pass.

EL PASO, TEXAS.

Agent

THE ALBUQUERQUE

CITIZEN

o6ooxxoooxxxxoooooxxxx
GROWTH

Published Dally and Weekly.

By The Citizen Publishing Company
ft.

STRICKLER,
President.

OF THE PRIMARY ELECTION
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W. T. McCREIGHT,
Business Manager.
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WE

THE

SELL

EVERYTHING.
DON'T CHARGE ANY MORE
THAN

IS ABSOLUTELY

GIVE YOU THE MOST

EF- -

SERVICE,

FICIENT

CAN GIVE

IF YOU
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EASURED by every standard, whether It i,
m.
terials or workmanship, whether style or pat
terns, our new Fall and Winter Suits and
Overcoats for Young Men prove their superior
worth-pr- ove
that they are the faultless productions of
men who have made the designing and making
of high-claclothing their life study, and have been wonder-full- y
successful in their attainments. There Is refinement In every detail In the appropriateness of
the color
effects, in the fashioning of the lapels, In
the graceful
back lines of the coats and In the perfect
set of the
trousers.
In truth we are more than maintaining the
very high standard long ago
attained In our lines of
Youg Men's High-Grad- e
clothing.
The arrival of extensive orden places our present
stock in splendid condition, especially in
the complete
size assortments prices from 10.00 to J2S.00.
ss
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MONDAY,
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IN THIS COUNTRY

The moK g pnificmit fact in politics that has hap
pened throughout the length and breadth of this coun
try during the past twelve months Is not the acceptance
of the Hlgglns ParsoiiR win;; of the republican party oi
Charles R. Hughes, who has been Mr. Odell's candidate
WHO CAN HOLD OFFICE?
for governor since early summer; It Is not the appear- The Citizen on Sattday publlHhed tho decision of auce of Tammany
Leader Murphy
at Buffalo as the
Attorney General Reld to the effwt that women can not champion of William II. Hearst, an editor who has kept
hold office in New Mexico because of the organic act, he "boss" In the public view for the past two years; but
which the attorney general quotes In the following it is the rise to popular favor and, therefore, power of
the primary election.
"words:
Never in the history of the United States have the
"That every free, whlto male Inhabitant, above the Itlzens, meaning the
taken so distinct
age tit 11 years, who shall have been a resident of this ive and active a part in the preliminary skirmish that
territory at the passage of this act, shay be eutilled to has for Its purpose the selection of delegates to nominvote at the first election and shall I eligible to any of- ating conventions. From this year forward factions will
appearance in all parties, and continue until
fice within said territory, but the qualifications of vot-t- s make their
the primaries have demonstrated which faction deserve
and holding of office at all subsequent elections shall to control "the organization." Strange as it may appear,
as shall be prescribed by the legislative assem- these antagonisms within parties will build up party orsuch
fe
ganizations, or "machines."
Whether this be for the
bly."
Commenting on this quotation from the organic art, better or not, I Jo not care to discuss. It is wholly un
necessary to go into an argument to prove that strength
the attorney general says: "Subsequent legislative as- lies in unity.
"E pluribua unum" is merely the lntln
semblies hare prescribed the qualifications of voters, for the old tale of Aesop and the bundle of faggots
but I have been unable to find that any subsequent legis- fragile when separated, but strong enough to resist any
lature has attempted to define the qualifications of por- amount of force when tied together. Therefore, It seems
tions to hold office in the territory. This would leave to me that Instead Of eliminating "bosses" from the political equation the primary election merely supplants
the organic act still In force as to the qualifications of the
"boss" by one that suits the majority
office holders.'
of voters in a party.
The primary is not a new thing In New York state.
It strikes this writer that the argument made and
the evidence adduced reach a vast deal further than the It existed under the most "boss ridden" era of this muwhen Tweed controlled
parties.
both
point on which the attorney general rendered his de- nicipality
many of us ever thought
But how
of enthe
organic
act
In
than
cision. Unless there is more
the
rolling for the primaries In those days? No facilities
quoted, in the decision, then it follows from the ar- were afforded the voter to take part in the preliminaries
gument of Mr. Reld not only that women can not hold of an election. Even when the upheaval came, after the
office but that no "free white male Inhabitant above the downfall of the ring, and was followed by the election ol
age of 21 years" can now hold office unless he was "a Mayor Havemeyer, the direction of the campaign was
In the hands of a committee of seventy, a
resident ot this territory at the passage of this act." ed body In the formation of which the people had no
The condition of the candidate's lelng a "male" Is no part. It was a collection of some real reformers and
tore fundamental in the organic act than is the condiof many more office seekers, who were "playing for
tion that he shall have been a resident of the territory place," first, last and all the time. I have before me as
at the passage of the act. Who, then, at this day is eli- I write a list of that memorable committee, productive
gible for office?
of great good to the community, and one Is surprised to
Attorney General Reld says that he has not been scan the names and to find the vast amount of dross
able to find where any subsequent legislation has defined that time and opportunity eliminated from the nure
qualification to office, and therefore the organic act Is metal. However, the committee of seventv stood for
left in force as to such qualification. But the organic organization." Its work was effective only because of
act makes residence at the time of Its passage as much that fact.
a qualification as it makes sex. So there you are, and
Jn many respects the first national awakening to
the question comes back of Its own accord, Where can the Importance of the primary as voicing the people's
you And qualified office holders?
thoughts came from the west. Robert M. La Follette,
In
who had appeared
the house of representatives
twenty odd years ago and had taken a place of distincOUR RAILWAY RATES
El Paso believes in making hay whjle the sun tion as an orattr, secured the governor's chair in Wis
shines. The flagrant and outrageous discrimination in consin. He was a native of the state and was accounted
clever lawyer when he first "went to Washington in
railroad rates in favor of El Paso is still in force, and 1884.
During his first term as governor, beginning
so
utmost
of
to
make
olty
It
PasB
Intends
the
the
In 1900, La Follette was not very "radical" In his views
long as the business communities of New Mexico allow
But, with the growth In office there developed an ag
this discrimination to remain.
gressiveness that has never been exceeded by anybody
Saturday:
Paso
city
"El
ot
said
that
The Herald
this country, except Mr. Hearst. He "shook up the
merchants propose to demonstrate to Arizona merchants in
state." The people took up his fight against grasping
money
them
for
EI
make
can
buy
and
they
in
Paso
that
him in 1902. Then he "cut
selves and their customers. Trade now going to Los corporations and
Angeles, Denver, Kansas City, San Francisco and St. loose" and went the distance. He became a dictator.
he had promised only to be a leader of the
Iouia belongs here, and might as well come here. We whereas
people.
He
dominated the legislature and had It pass a
business,
of
going
out'
merchants
out
Arizona
to
not
are
railroad rate bill, framed upon the one Introduced by
but show them how they can do a more profitable bus! Congressman
Hearst which the republican leaders also
nesa for themselves, and at the same time to do soine- annexed during the past session. Then his legislature
t
liilng for us."
Will the business interests of Albuquerque submit passed a new system of laws regulating the primaries,
much longer to this destructive discrimination in freight after which he ensconced himself in the United States
snugly as a bug in a big, rich, yellow rug. From
rates? Our retail dealers demand justice in this par- senatevantage
point he Intended to "regulate" the people
that
ticular, and with this Justice secured our wholesalers and of
his state, for his pleasure as well as for their cnod.
Jobbers and our manufacturing Industries would come at
once to the front. As soon as the election is over Albu The man who was efficient, enough to succeed him as
qnerque should take up this question of railroad rates governor, when he Joined the Millionaires' club, was not
capable to go before the voters as a candidate on his
in dead earnest.
own record.. That was what La Follette said, and he
confidently expected to leave him waiting at the state
REPUBLICANS IN CHARGE
house.
Then It was the primary election had its first effect
The morning paper, which is doing its level best to
disrupt and defeat the republican party, alike in this lve trial. La Follette s own dog rose and bit him. The
city, this county and this territory, never wearies of republicans and "mugwumps" who had followed him re
telling the people that there is no politics in our coming fused to go any further. They expressed their will and
county election. In very great contrast to such false repudiated his opinion of the candidate he had set up.
teaching The Citizen copies the following from the plat He was tgught a lesson that he never will forget; but
form of the Yuma county. Arlsona republican conven how mucn more Important was the Indication of the
power that had been placed in the hands of the voters
tkia:
"Wto appeal to the voters of Yuma county, regard themselves!
The primary showed itself as the means
less ot political affiliation, to retain the republican party in the hands of the party followers for the elimination
in control of the business affairs of our county; and In and creation of bosses. "New lamps for old ones!"
support of that appeal we cite the facts; that when the shouted the magician when he set out to find the pre
republican
assumed control of county affairs on Jan cious treasure that nobody but Aladdin possessed.
uary 1, 1906, the county was $19,000 behind on its run
Necessarily, the primary is not an Implement that
vinx expenses, with no money in the treasury to meet can be made use of by the Independent voter. To be
the demand, although for four years, under democratic "enrolled," the man who would participate at a primary
administrations, there had been a tax rate of $4.60 per must have voted for somebody at the previous Novembandred and upwards; that on January 1, 1907, the ber election. If he act In good faith, he must have cast
county will be on a cash basis, with money in the treas his ballot for the candidate of the party with which he
wy to meet every demand, with the tax rate for the cur enrolls. For a voter to deposit a republican ballot and
sign a request for enrollment as a democrat would be
rent year at $3.60."
Wllth a united and aggressive republican party In something of which only a democrat who supported
or Buckner, or a republican who forsook Blaine
Bernalillo Big liar could be the proud claim of the party
tn thU county; for here, as for everywhere in the United for Cleveland, would be capable. Such a person has no
State, there is Imperative need that democracy shall place in any party. He should flock by himself and not
not be permitted to return to power.
crowd his way into the Masonic lodge of either nartv.
The independent voter has his place; lie Is to be
A Kansas paper aaya that the soil in some of the encouraged; but his place is at the polls, not at a priolder eastern counties of that state has been cultivated mary. This little affair has been arranged for the set
jng enough to make clover growing a success. A farm tlement or domestic misunderstandings
In
a political
r la Browa county recently sold $1,000 worth of seed lamuy. w nen the voice of the umpire, which is the
from aixty acres. He has had one crop of hay and
ballot Ikjx. has been heard, a general handshaking should
frost holds off a tittle longer will get another crop. The occur. Such Is the purpose and intent of the primary
'bay will bring him almost another $1,000. Clover in the election.
inntkln..
eastern part of the state Is running a race with alfalfa
me average American to a
.....,6 .1....
mai naiuuses .t.
in the western part, but alfalfa Is in the lead. In New sense oi nis duties to the state und nation is for the
Mexico alfalfa is king without even a claimant to its betterment of our republic. It will go without argument
scatter. In the near future fruit, beets and peas may that the primary election is doing this. Where a whole
sit oa the steps of the throne, but King Alfalfa will reigu state is affected, as In Wisconsin and New Hampshire
in New Mxico for many a year to come.
me primary goes to the very root of the representative
system. When we reach a degree of perfection that will
President Roosevelt in bis message, nearly a year usher in the election of United States senators by diago. used this language:
"It Is because. In my judg- rect vote of the people, the primary will have added imment, public ownership of railroads Is highly undesir- portance. NVw influences that can not be reached di
able and would probably In this country entail
rectly uy money, as legislators notoriously can be. will
disaster, that I wish to see such supervision enter Into the choice of delegates to senatorial conven
and regulation of them in the Interest of the public as tions. In every assembly district will be as many facwill make it evident that there is no need for public tions as there are senatorial candidates. Each group of
wnershlp." The two great leaders of the democratic men will stand for' an aspirant to the upper house of the
party Bryan and Hearst, are for public ownership of national legislature at Washington.
public utilities of every character. Right here is the
In my humble Judgment, this must make for good to
most characteristic difference between the two great the general public. Half the charm of a seat In the
Vartles.
st.tte legislature will fade away.
This fact was partially proved in the recent contest
This seems to be a lute day for the dlHoovery of a in New Jersey. The decision as to who was to succeed
coal mine, and especially in Pennsylvania, which has so Senato,- Bryden hinge, upon the result of the primary
long been settled and every foot of which is ho well elections held on the L'.'.th In every county In that snug
known, and yet the Reading Coal & Iron company an- little state. Mr. Drydeu brushed all bis opponents aside.
nounces that U has discovered a very valuable seam of But he has no opportunity to go directly before the peoroal in the Mohanoy valley. It Is a mile and an eighth ple of a state f) which be has added so much of
aide, twelve feet deep and is estimated to contain coal
Influence und Importance. Although he bus obvalued at $80,000,000.
tained the ve rdict In bis favor from his own party ami is
emphatically declared to be the candidate of the large
In Platte county, Missouri, the people the other day majority ot that party, under our archaic constitution he
burned the last or $3CS,000 in bonds, which bud been
miibl go before ti,e
legislature and do the work all
in aid of a railroad scheme. Before the bonds over attain.
were burned the debt had been paid, and Platte county
If the primaiy shall be one of the Instruments in the
does not now owe a dollar. It will be a happy day for hands of a protecting Providence to safeguard the intertvunta Fe and Grant counties, of this territory, when ests of this country, may it continue
to Slow in popularnch can hold a similar bondfire.
ity until such a time as every man shall teel it a sacred
duty to "enroll" in one party or another or to make hold
Georgia had to get an amendment to Its constitution In his independence by
standing aloof from all parties In
in order to create a new county. Such an amendment order that he may throw away his vote us suits him
was carried In tbv election last week.
best. Brooklyn Eagle.
W.
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FACTORY REFERENCES YOU
CAN HAVE CREDIT.

.

APPRECIATE

WE

BUSINESS

YOUR

TRY

AND

Pom

Merely

OUR APPRECIATION.

SHOW

TION,

INTO

WHY

msmmmmmammmmtmm

CONSIDERASHOULD

to live as you should live in a
cosy, comfortable little home of
your own, furnished with your own
furniture. Our long credit points
shortest way to the home beautiful.
It allows you to pay a little at a
time as your income allows. It is
acknowledged to be the easiest
plan now being offered in this city.

YOU

BUY ELSEWHERE?
TRY TRADING

IT'S

AT JAFFA'S.

CONVENIENT

Live!

We make it possib'e

TAKING ALL THE8E
THINGS

Exist

TO

AND

ECONOMICAL.

We have everything
Furniture,Dinnerware,

Kitchen ware,

Rugs

and Draperies. Acorn
Ranges, $5.00 down,
$5.00 a month.

Jaffa Grocery Co.
"Good Things to Fat"
MAIL 0RDEBS

FILLED THE SAME DAY

HIEY ARE RECEIVED.

House Furnishers

I

DISASTER
Elks' Opera House!

AI DUTCHMAN
....One Night Only....

MI

OCTOBER 10
A

Officials of Mining Company
and Raton Authorities Doing

Best to Rescue Miners.

Complete Scenic Production of
Shakespeare's Greatest Comedy

The Merchant
of Venice

It looks as If the early accounts of
the mine explosion disaster at the
Dutchman mine near Raton. N. .'twere not exaggerated. While it is
true that only six bodies; have te.i
recovered so far it Is known that at
least eight are dead as follows: Aur3-liBultero, J. Krlssl, W. R. Cameron,
Kred Grlndle, John Berry, Dick Stans-field- ,
Juan Jeneske. Harry Farthingale
The officials of the St. Louis, Kocky Supported By A STRONG ACTING
Mountain & Pacific company, owners
and operators of the mine are still d
COMPANY MAGNIFICENTLY
Ing everything in their power to clear
COSTUMED
the mine and recover the additional
bodies which are known to be entombed there. So far the bodies identified
Sale of seats opens at Mat son '8
are those of Orindle, Janeske an.1
Cameron. The latter was the brother book store on Monday, October 8, at
of the superintendent of the mine at 9 o'clock,
Dawson, Just south of Raton. He was
the only married man who hag so far
60c, 75c, and St.OO
been known to loose his life in the
accident. Orindle's remalna were yes
terday shipped to Trinidad, and the
body of an unkuown Italian was interred at Raton. beginning with yes
terday the rescuers will work in three
eigut-hou- r
shifts instead of two ot
twelve hours each. These, shifts will
work as many men as the company
can obtain for the purpose.
Deputy sheriffs are now on guard
i me entrance to me mine and no
one is allowed to enter except on bust
ness. The men are working as far in
advance or the air as possible, it
is nuw believed that there were but
ten men in the mine at the time of Funeral Director and Licensed Emtalmer
the explosion.
Autommtto - tea
Phnn
home hope is still entertained of
coiormao. Bin am
finding John IJerry the foreman alive
1U was an experienced gas man and Corntr Fifth and Railroad Avtnua
was acting as tire boss at the time of
in., explosion. For this reason it is
i'vueeu no iiiiKni nave reached a
place ,f safety.
THE CELEBRATED
The lKdy of W. F. Cameron was
badly mangled, the head being nearly
severad from the body by a wound
caused by a flying rock. It U doubtless irue that he bled to death.
title of the men reported to have
been dead, turned up this morning, lie
hail laid off without permission, thereby saving his life. He was Adam

Mr. Joseph DcGrasse
as Shylock

o

rlco:

B. K. ADAMS

O. P. o.
WHISKEY

Smith,

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
i'AZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to
Pure any case of Itching, llllnd, Weeding
r Protruding
Hies n 6 to il
days or money refunded. SOc.
The members of the Cuthollc talAid society are especially
requested to attend a meeting held in
St. Mary's hall Tuesday.
t, at
3 p. in.
liuslness of he utmost m

lies'

r

I

--

portance to each and every ineniher
wil! bo brought up for consideration.
Home-mad-

e

zeiger's

piccadilli

at
restaurant,

cafe
henry gqetz,
proprietor.

Bottled

In

Bond.

v

THE BEST IN TOWN
'MEViJ
Per Gallon

Distillers.
KRANKFORT, KT.

MELINI & EAKIN
Sole Agents.

Albuquerque,

N. M.

Automatic Phone, 199.

$1.50

-

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY
FARM
Red
92.

Colo.

Illinois Central R.R.

The working
of becoming;

FROM

COLORADO
To

St. Paul, Minneapolis,

Duluth

AND THE NORTHWEST,
the south and southeast.
Ticket Office, 805 eventeenth St.
Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
JAMES CULTON,
Commercial Agt

ONE NtGHl

To
MINNEAPOLIS,
ST. PAUL, FORT DODGE,
WATERLOO, DUBUQUE, GALENA,
ROCKFORD.
FREE FORT,
CHICAGO,

well-to--

dollar

The secret

never sleeps.

THE SHORT LINE

is to

do

make V

each dollar earn you interest.
The dollar never wears out but
just keeps on increasing. Interest
makes your reserve. The Interest
makes more dollars and increases
your reserve. The interest that
the bank pays on savings, in
a few years, will equal the principal if compounded. Capital drawing interest will increase surprisingly fast. Only those who have
tried it really know.
Did you ever loan money to a
bank? Lots of people do. It's a
paying business.
Whenever you have money that
is not invested and you are looking
place to put it, loan it to a
for
bank. Your money in the bank '.s
available at all time.
(1

THE BANK OF
ALBUQUERQUE,

COMMERCE
NEW

MEXICO

JUST RECEIVED

at the
The finest train service to the above
points; also to New Orleans, Mem- Champion Grocery and Meat Market
Cor. Seventh and Tijeras
Evansvtlle, Ind.;
phis, Vicksburg,
Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Oa.; Jack- A choice line of Imported Goods Direct from Italy.
sonville, Fla., and U other points in
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
Remember, we handle the best
and a full line of choice groRAILROAD TIME TABLE meats
ceries.
LOM MORI

(In effect July

1,

1906.)

tastbound.

4

MATTEUCCI.

We Keep It Up

Atlantic Express, arrive 7:61
m., departs 8:25 a. m.
4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11: fit
We keep the quality oi our bread
m., departs 12:09 a. m.
&
Kansas City Es up to the highest. This is possible
8, Chicago
press, arrives 6:45 p. tn., depart by using- 7:45 p. m.
Westbound.
The Best Flour,
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:3
p. ni., departs 8:15 p. m.
The Best Labor,
No. 3. California Limited, arrives
The Best Methods,
11:05 a. m., departs 11:25 a. m.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express.
not only in mixing and baking;, but
arrives 12:05 p. m., departs
No.
a.
No.
p.
No.

2,

p. m.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

-

No. 27
P. tn.

n.ii

8outhbound.
El Paso train, departs at 12:35

Local freight train, No. 99, southbound, departs at 5 a. m and car
rles passengers.
Arrives From South.
No. 22, Mexico Express, arrives 7:-- v
a. m.
No. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.
No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
No. S runs direct to Los Angeles ano

San Francisco.
All trains daily.
T. E. PURDT, Agent.

also in taking- care of and sellingthe bread. If you want the best
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.
-

PIONEER BAKERY,
eOUTH riftST BTRCtT.

MOT

THE
NEAR

ELITE

ROOMING

HOUSE

POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT

No. 118 West Silver Avenue.
13. E. GALLOWAY,
Manager.

J
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may
tbe hour of your npert. Out you know
e on the decprt place nd not
what to do. Thfn do what Israel dM.
sal-

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN

LAWYERS ARGUE

'

CITIZEJ.

Which much money lf8t a$ cmnMing
may be recovered.
A.

1

mORE FOUL THAN

defi-ml-

The Bernalillo county ass; ss.-- case
in which J. M. Sandoval is s iiitR (leo.
f. Albright for fi.t'. which he ai- leges Is due him as emoimiu'n'.s of
tbe assessor's office, has been post- poned at the request of the attorneys,

PAGE FIVE.

E

Fleischer failed to get j i )KK, ,
against Mrs. Mary rteidner m a unit,
tried liefore Judge Abliott on Satur- lay. In which he sought to recover
$350, which he alleged was due him
ns agent's commission for t lit- - sale ()f
S. Second street real estat.-- .
Tent mony went 10 sho
that the plaintiff
was not In the employe of the
ant at the time the sale hk made.1
The amount of the sale was IT.ihmi.

prav; consult the prophet of good
vation and obev his commands. He
INJUNCTION CASE
waits to hear good petitions and di-.n
"P. There Is Tletory an- rect good
prayer. Abraham prayed and Ood
tdwered; Jacob prayed and Uod came
1)U hlp; Moses prayed ana mrsei Question: Shall the RestrainFinest Edifice vi the Denomi to
was delivered; Peter prayed and the
ing Election Mandate Be
prison gates were ope.ied. and when
nation In the Two
we pray, believing the loving Ood will
Made Permanent?
not turn away.
Territories.
Have you trials and temptations
Is there trouble anywhere
You should never be discouraged
ATTY. GENERAL KEID SPEAKS
PKESENT
CIEKGYMEN
THIKTY
Take It to the Lord In prayer.
Can you find a friend so faithful.
Who will an your sorrows snare:
Thomas B. Catron Will Present
Large Audience Heard Sermons Jesus knows your every worry.
Take It to the Urd hi prayer.
His Side of the

and Carefully Prepared
Musical Program.

EVENING

SUPPOSED

r

Vllllans Actually Ate at Camp
After Committing Deed, but
Were Afraid of Woman.

j

Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable FinThe First National bank versus K.
the title of a unit filed
ishes, Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
The murder of James Billlngslea
by which the
In the district court
Precious Savior still our refuge
promMcClough
on
a
in
th
Manzano
recover
John
and
plaintiff
hopes
to
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
it to the Lord in prayer.
The legal battle to show cause why issory note
Yesterday was red letter day In th" OhTake
for $250.
mountains on Friday of last week by
peace
we
often
what
forfeit.
Injunction
permanent
Issue
not
should
It
AT REASONABLE PRICES
religious history of Albuquerque.
two Mexican boys as even more deOh what needless pain we bear
restraining the board of county com
was the day set apart for the dedicaI. A. Dye has filed suit against Hencarry
we
do
not
affair
liberate
of
All
because
detnlla
than
county
the
OUR RUG DEPARTMENT la
Fe
Santa
missioners
of
from
revelation to those who
tion of the new Klrst Presbyterian
Clara reaching here heretofore Indicated.
Everything to Ood In prayer.
Issuing an election proclamation for ry Farmer, M. W. Flournoy,
It, because of the great variety of Domestlo Rugs
visit
church, said to be the most attractive
$1.'i.V3m
recover
on
Tascher,
nl..
to
et
A.
Hugh
sermon,
Billlngslea,
agent
for
Rev.
J.
route
H.
After
the
from
looms.
new
the
best
choice of candidates from the
BTTjiwTr- - '"""'-'Ss- y
tht
and completely furnished Presbyter- Cooper, pastor of the church. an- account for lumber purchased for the
Express company, with
Globe
ian church edifice In the two terri- nounced that it would be necessary district created by the recent reap- erection o fa house In he Hmiing the
headquarters at Alamoso, Colo., who
portionment of the territory for legistories. In honor of .he occasion n to raise the sum of
The plaintiff arrived here this morning from tne
tlim before tbe lative purposes, was legun this morn Highlands addition.
elaborate program had been arranged church could )e dedicated
also asks for $150 attorney's fees. o. scene of the murder, says that the
a subfor both morning and evening services scription and collection foraudthe pur ing before District Judge Ira A. Ab N. Marron apppars for the plaintiff.
boys lured their victims to the lonely
and the presence in the city of the pose was taken up which later In the bott In chambers. The case comes
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thirty or more members of the synod day was found to amount to $1450 out- to Bernalillo county on a change of
Attorney Julius Staab today filed bodies were found by telling them that
of New Mexico added greatly to the side of the subscriptions of the church venue from San Juan county.
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inspiring address been dedicated by Mr. Cooper the( Ha germ an and the territory of New ceased, asking $5,000 damages ' from rider to carry a un, the miner had
which was a most
- by Rev audience was dismissed.
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He is assisted by Attorney the defendant company for causing given it to one of the natives.
Mexico.
on the subject Evangelism,A noticeable effect of the prolonged Nelll B.
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W. the death of Rogers. Rogers died tngslea had given hl9 Luger pistol to
Field
Dr. A. B. .Marshall.
morning service was to decrease the
from Injuries received while working the other native to show him how
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search
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would be back In a short ; .ne. Sho
the people, began to gather at the John W. Barron suggested that the associate counsel. Mr. Spless read
cooked supper for them : hey were
church and although the service did subjects In the Interest of which the the petition this morning. He was JOSEPH DE GRASSE IN
vry nervous and ate ve:.- :'tle. Dur117 Gold Avenue
not begin' till 11 o'clock the streets meeting was held might be generally followed by Attorney General Reid,
ing the meal one of tht t asked her
leading toward the building were discussed and upon a favorable de who opened the case. A The arguments
where her plsto! was. t" e said that
THE MERCHANT OF VENICE she had it on her. They then asked
with people on cision by the chair he made a plea will probably consume the remainder
liberally sprinkled
to see It. She refused, and in a
tnelr way to secure the most ad van' for more determined action, in order. of the day. A decision in the case, it
taeeous positions. As a result the to obtain better saloon regulation and is thought, will probably not be hand
short time they left, taking the hones
Don't DIspuU with a Worna.
Manager Matson wishes to an In camp with them, saying, "the men
later arrivals were obliged to be con better citizenship. Hon. H. B. Farrls ed down immediately after completion
Especially, If aho teUa yen to ord?
tent with scats in the Sunday school of Missouri, who was scheduled to of the argument.
nounce the engagement of Joseph De want them."
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sack of
room, the doors between which and address the meeting failed to put In
It will be well to say here that
The petition of Mr. Catron recite Grasse in "The Merchant of Venice"
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for their accommodation.
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Reading of the petition was pre- city of them increases his value as an
furnishings Of the new church and manifested by the audience In this ceded by a verbal combat regarding attraction in this particular field. His atives in Colorado. The bodies were
among other things were struck with most remarkable presentation of the the use of the words, "territory of embodiment of "Sbylock" Is said to easily found after an organized search
the great organ, the generous gift of experience of the church along evan New Mexico," In the style of the case. be one of the most" Interesting Im- was begun.
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SURELY

One

was from a southern state; another
was from the middle west and a third
trotn the Pacific coast.
of
On the other hand, a majority rem.n from the "tith who have that,
cent lv visited Washington Insist
section is
thin 'soldldly-dcnmcratlbo unalterably
and will continue 1o ownership
and
oponed to government
cannot sethe outcome In New York
,
riously affect public opinion.
',w,i,.nrthv fact is that demo
who represent
cratic cotiRrossnicn
from
districts largely rural, no matter come,
art of the country thfy
wiiar
op- as
ceueradv can be counted on

GOIE

MAY CLEAR

.

posed to govt uin hi
I

AIL EYES OHTHE HEARST

...cut,!,,

iiienite;s from urban districts are, as
rule, at least more cautions in
H
oi position to the doctrine.
as long been an accepted theory thnt
farmers were hostile to " rammm",
ut if t!ie expressions or tneir
:.tnive.-- in congress are a trust
worthy guide, they are not nearly so
apt as me citv dwellers to favor the
governments takin? over transporta
tion lilies.
Cuba's Influfrice on Our Politics.
There has been considerable talk
iwmt the nosslblliiy of an extfa sea
son of congress as a result of tho
roubles In Cuba, bur, the notion i n
taken seriously in administration circles nor by prominent members of
congress who are In town, i ne president has ample power, It Is agreed,
which
to deal with any situation
now possibly can arise In Cuba. Had
the Cuban "government opposed American intervention and attempted
forcibly to oppose It, the situation
s
would have been uinerem; uiu
here is no government in Cuba ex
cept that erected by secretary uu,
any fighting it may be necessary o
do can be done without, the sanction
or assistance of congress.
As yet there has been little cri'.i-iscf President Roosevelt's course
ownrd Cuba, but it will come later
on. Senator Rayner of Maryland gave
out an interview the other day In
which he intimated that the adminis- ratlon is insincere In Its declared' in- ention of getting out of Cuba as soon
s a Cuban government Tan be set
up.
He admitted that, under tne
latt amendment, there was nothing
for the United States to do but in
tervene, but all through the Interview
there ran a note of distrust of Presi
dent Roosevelt and hla motives. Sen
ator Rayner's Interview, of course, Is
not of momentous importance in Itself, but it is an Indication of the
state of mind of democratic politicians
generally. They are not saying much
now, for the reason that the country
seems to approve of the administration's course, but If there Is any
chance to make political capital out
of this Cuban business they are goim;
to make It. Were the situation re
versed, republicans would be just as
eager to make capital out of any
blunders which a democratic adinlu- stration might make.
i

GOVERNORSHIP

American Government Will Soon
Be Best Housed Government
In Hbtory of the Koce.
Sheldon C. Cline.
Washington. October 8. With the
president hack in the White House,
Washington has taken on new life.
Members of the cabinet, with the
ception of Secretary Taft, are at their
posts; the diplomatic corps Is beginning to return from the New England
watering-placeand the hotels are
filled witn statesmen, big and little.
Mr. Roosevelt is up to his eyes in
work, and, of course, is happy.
The president had no more than
crossed the White House portals until
rumor got busy with prospective
changes In his cabinet. There will
bo at least two vacancies during the
Attorney General
coming winter.
Moody expects to retire about January
first and Secretary of the Treasury
Shaw perhaps a month later. It la
known thnt Mr. Roosevelt has decided
to summon Geo. von L. Mayer, now
ambassador to St. Petersburg.to a seat
In the cabinet, but It. is not yet determined which portfolio he will occupy.
It has been the presidents wish that
Secretary of the Navy Bonaparte
should succeed Mr. Moody at the head
f the Department of Justice, but Mr.
Bonaparte has a liking Tor the Navy,
and Is riot enthusiastic over the prospective change. The original plan
was to have Mr. Mayor succeed
Bonapaite in t'he navy and transfer
George B. Cortelyou (rora the post-offitreasury, as the succesto
sor of Mr. Shaw. It is now regarded
as move probable that Mr. Mayor will
sneered Mr. Shaw. Should Mr. Bona
parte be induced to change, Mr. Met-tnlthe secretary of commerce and
labor, may go to the navy. The navy
was Mr. Metcalf's first choice of cabinet positions, and tne president
would like to gratify hla ambition. Mr.
Cortelvou has done such excellent
work at the head of the postofflce de
partment that It has been about de
tided not to change him.
In the event that Mr. Metcalf went
to the navy, the new man would enter the cabinet as secretary of com
merce'and labor. The guess in Wash.
ineton U that that man would be
James Rudolph Garfield, now chief of
the bureau of corporations in that de
partment.
Mr. Garfield's work, es
with the
pecia'.ly
in connection
investigation of packing houses, has
been subjected to a good deal of critisism, but: he still retains the conn
dence of the president and is con
suited S3 often, almost, as are mem
bers of the cabinet.
By
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In Use For Over

ARREST

An-n,h-

The Presidential Boom For
Taft Is ArguinoiUcu by
Cuban Conditions.

FOR

Ignore ihe isuue.

1o

who is of this way or thinking

man

KB WILL

FIGHT

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE SIX.

Simpkins. Thought to
Be the Real Aurdcr. In
Custody in Cananea.

A.

Misbee,

special dispatch from
says.
Ariz., dated October
What may prove to lie tne most im
portant arrest in this vicinity In many
a day occurred at Cananea yesterday
when Colonel Kosterlit.sUy took iuu
custody a man thought to no a. j.
Simpkins, wanted in Idaho lor ine
murder of Governor hteunennerg.
ihe suspect now being neiu an

swers In the minute.it detail the description In the hands of the Arizona
officers, and photographs also In the
possession of the rangers are excellent likenesses of the suspect.
All ttmt remains to make. tne oin- cers sure of their man is his Identification. There is now one man in Ar
izona, known by the officers to have
vwin
acquainted
been Intimately
Simpkins, and upon whom they deHe
pend for positive identification.
has been wired for and Is now en
route to Cananea.
The crime for which Simpkins is
wanted Is the murder of Governor
Steunenberg. The crime was laid nt
the door of the Western Federation
of Miners, developments resultins in
the arrest and imprisonment of Mey
er and Haywood. Since that time the
Western Federation has exercised a
tireless search, for the rc.nl murderer
with tho result, that
of Steunen'io-gcirculars nr.i' photognahs of Simpsent broadcast
kins have been
throughout the country.
Captain Rynning is confident ho
has the right man in the tolls an t
officials will l.c
that the ni Iters
cleared.
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A QUICK HEALER
WHEN APFLIED TO CUTS
ALL OPEN WOUNDS.

IT IS

Tor

'W4

U
A

wy

TAINS

DEEP-SEATE-

ArrLY THIS LINIMENT
FREELY AND RUD HARD.

I

J

CURES QUICK BECAUSE

IT FENETRATES QUICK.
NO PAIN SO DEEP THAT
IT CANNOT BE REACHED,
and ROUTED BY THIS OLD
TIME-TRIE-

,vV 1

k

.

REMEDY.

D

GOOD FOR STIFF JOINTS
WOUNDS, AND ALL OUTWARD AILMENTS of DOGS

JUST WHAT YOU NEED
for BLISTERS & CHAFES.
23c, 50c. and $1 a BOTTLE.

WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS.

Shipments arc now coming in promptly and we
can fill all orders. We receive

AND IS
CURES
EQUALLY GOOD for RINGBONE & HARNESS SORES.

Blue Points from Great South Bay
Selects from Louisiana

HEALS OLD SORES AND
ULCERS PERMANENTLY
Sr-AVI-

Standards from Texas
SOAKS INTO THE FLESH.
CURES SHARP ACHES,
DULL ACHES, All ACHES,
FAINS OR BRUISES OP
MAN OR BEAST.

TAKE

NO SUBSTITUTE.

Mail Orders Given Careful Attention

EMERGENCY.
LINIMENT KNOWN.
NO OTHER IS AS GOOD.

GREATEST

QUICKLY HEALS BURNS
AND SCALDS.

SATURDAY'S GAMES.
American League.
won
St. Louis. Oct. 7. St. Louis
both game's from Detroit yesterday
lacobson pitched excellent ball In the
last game.

The

8

R. H.

St. Louis

IS.
2
1 10

3 10 S
Detroit
Best Housed In History.
O'Conner;
and
Powell
Batteries:
representatives
When senators and
return to Washington for the conven- Siever and Schmidt.
R. H. E.
Second game
ing of congress in December, they will
8
4
4
find that much progress has been St. Louis
4
2
't
made during the summer on the seu- - Detroit
Batteries: Jacobson and Spencer;
nte and house annexes. When these
buildings are completed the Amerl Wjlletts and Payne.
New York closed
Boston, Oct. 7.
ca ncongress will be housed as ;no
body In the the American league season hero yes
other parliamentary
terday by defeating Boston 5 to 4.
world ever was housed before.
R. H.B.
Their completion also will make
2
5 11
Capitol hill a place of marvelous beau New York
5
6
4
ty, and will be a substantial beginning Boston .
on the park commission's plan for
Hughes and Thomas;
Batteries:
making Washington the city beautiful Swormstedt and Peterson.
of the world.
When the block east
Chicago, Oct. 7. Cleveland bade
of thcapltol and north of the library farewell to Chicago yesterday, decongress
is occupied by a marble feating the new champions 5 to 3.
of
home for the United States supreme Heavy hitlng and sensaional fielding
court, as it will be at no distant day. were the features:
the Capitol hill group will be.com
R. H. E.
pleted, and Washington will have a Chicago
3 13
5
thing for the wonder and admiration Cleveland . :
1
5 13
of all visitors, whether American or
Ah3cene Increases Popularity.
Alt rock, Owen and Uotli;
Batteries:
foreign.
Rhoades and Bemls.
It was during the absence from Am
erican soil of William J. Bryan that
WOES.
WOMEN'S
grew
to formi
National League.
his presidential boom
:s Albuquerque
York
At New York: Boston-Nedable proportions. Washington
Wc-- ;p
Are Finding
commenting
on the fact that
game postponed; rain.
now
Relief At Last.
In
Cuba the
while Secretary Taft Is
At Brooklyn: Philadelphia-Broo- k
Taft presidential boom Is progressing
It does seem thr.t women have mbre lyn game postponed; rain.
Pittsburg-Chicag- o
like a house on fire. Other presi than a fair share of the aches and
At Pittsburg:
dential aspirants are consulting maps pains that afflict humanity; they must game called off; rain.
and collecting date as to desirable "keep up," must attend to duties In
places for sojourning abroad.
spite ot constantly aching backs,, or
SUNDAY'S GAMES.
When President Roosevelt sent headaches, dizzy Bpells, bearing down
war
pains; they must stoop over, when, to
National League.
Mr. Tafti to Cuba he placed his
Cincinnati, Oct. 8. Pittsburg won
secretary in the way of great oppor stoop means torture. They must walk
great
peril and bend and work with racking patns the final game of the season from
tunity, and likewise of
politically. It seems to be the unanl and many aches from kidney ills. Kid- Chicago yesterday through superior
country
that Mr, neys cause more suffering than any hitting. The game was slow and
nious verdict of the
Taft has risen to the opportunity, and other organ of the body. Keep the featureless.
the peril. The New kidneys well and health is easily
R. H.E.
York Sun voices public opinloa In maintained.
3 6 1
Cincinnati
ight-lln- e
capMrs. Juana Arias of San Francisco Pittsburg .
t)
stanzas under the
four
5 10
tion, "big Bill Taft." The concluding street. Santa Fe, N. M., says: "For , Batteries: Esslck and Schlel; Lee- a year and a half a pain cross my ver and Peltz.
stanzas are worth reproducing:
t
He knows that arts of peace and war, back was very severe and it Increased
St. Louis. Oct. 8. Chicago and St.
so that I was compelled to take to my Louis yesterday played a tie game
He knows when to refrain.
bed and stay there tor two weeks. A called
And when o emphasize his views
the eleventh Inning on
friend knowing my condition advised account after
In ways exceeding praln.
of
darkness.
the use of Doan's Kidney Pills and
It's a bad day for the scallawagg
R. H.E.
they were obtained for me. I used St.
And those who live by graft
3
8 1
Iritis
When things are so that they collide the' remedy according to directions Chicago
10 2
...3
wnen the attack of backache disapAgainst Bis Bill Taft.
Batteries: McGlynn and Noonan;
peared. This was eight months ego
and I have not noticed a return. Pre- Overall and Moran.
As special envoy you're all right!
American League.
vious to using Doan's Kidney Pills I
We'll send you ships and men.
St. Louis, Oct. 8. Cleveland won
And if you want more of the- same, had tried plasters on my back, but
I might as well have used as much from the home team yesterday In a
Hill Taft. just ask again.
brown paper. I am only too pleased great batting game.
For Uncle Sam well understands
R. H.E.
'
to reccomend a remedy upon which
A word Is like a draft
3
3 10
the public can depend." For sale by St. Louis
That calls for honor upon sight
7 12 0
all dealers. Price DO cents. Foster Cleveland
When from Big Bill Taft.
Batteries:
Smith and Spencer;
Members of congress from the west Mllburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole
who have arrived In Washington this agents lor tne united States.
Re Llebhardt and Clarke.
Chicago, Oct. 8. Detroit's victory
week report that Mr. Taft Is now be- member the name Doan's and take
over Chicago yesterday closed the
ing seriously considered as a presi- no other. 1.
American league season here.
dential possibility, though he was
Try a Citizen want advertisement.
R. H.E.
hardly mentioned a month ago. This
1
3
Chicago
iioes no' mean, however, that Taft
6 11 1
would have any easy task in the
Detroit
n
"winning of the west." Vice President
Batteries: Flene and Sullivan;
Fairbanks, Secretary Shaw and Speakand Payne.
er Cannon all are strong west of the YOUR
Alleghenle-- , and in many Instances
(hey have pledges that will not be
COINS EVENTS
COMPLEXION.
vlolattd.
-

-

MEXICAN

rooii

S

IHf

MAN'S DOCTOR

FOR ALL INSECT BITES.

New York Campaign Holds Boards.

October 10 The Merchant of
Don't worry about it make
V.'iHhlui'on continues to take more
campaign
York
interest in the New
November 6. Mahara's Minstrels.
it clear and fresh. Begin y
I han in wiy other stste. The prevailNovember 8. My Frlmd From Arright away. Get a bottle of
ing opinion Is that the chances are
kansas."
very largely against the election of
Novembei 14 The maid and the
Mr. Hearst, but Washington opinion
Mummy.
Hagan's
Balm
Magnolia
necespolitics
is
New
not
of
York
November 15. Uncle Josh.
sarily of serious weight. In fact, New
November 2b Uncle Tom's Cabin.
it.
be
apply
You'll
surprised
and
appears
York lUelf
to be very much
December 10 The Holy City.
a
as to the probable outcome.
.it
to note how it eradicates all
December 14 King of Triumphs.
During the pat week the writer has
December 29. Hooligan's Troubles.
freckles, roughness,
i ilked ',
.prominent democrats from
December SI My Wife's Family.
i
all part of the country, and the
or age-line- s,
and brings out the
An Awful Cough Curea.
if opinion seems to be that youthful flesh-tint- s
which ex"Two years ago our little girl had
ivn the flection of Hearst will not
seriously :iTect the national dtinoe-- i cited admiration twenty years a touch of pneumonia, which left her
acy in th ; next presidential canvass.
with un awful cough. She had spells
'' ' '.t o.iiuiou, however, is not unani-- ' ago. Easy to buy, easy to try, of coughing. Just like one with the
easy to apply. Not greasy just whooping cough and some thought
t.s. A uuinber of men, who gener-:-:'know whereof they speak, have a delightful, delicately perfumed she would not get well at all. We
icssc-the. conviction that
got a bottle of Chamberlain's Cough
the
liquid which has been used by ltn.dy,
i
i iion of Air, Heai st will cause a
which acted like a charm.
i
. mug tide lo bet in favorable to Mr. refined women over forty years.
She Mopped roughing and got stout,
Diyau's preachment of public owner-h'-!;- i
and fat." writes Mis. Ora Hussard,
of railways, and that it will be
for
Hrubakrr. III. ThU remedy
i!
!
i.. ,
the next democratic ceGG.aaGG,GGG,Q.GeeaG.ao.aGrio
by all t'.r'uis'.-t-s.
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LINIMENT

H

Outside Building Orde 's Solicited and Work
Guaranteed

POSITIVELY Cures PILES

First-Clas-

A

ft

MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
I MEXICAN
5 MUSTANG
LINIMENT

1
y

HAS B2EN THE STANDARD LINIMENT for OVER
SIXTY YEARS.
GOES TO THE VERY CITADEL OF PAIN AND PUTS
ALL ACHES TO FLIGHT.
h.i;t eve:: i;ei:x
FOUND SO GOOD FC-FROST-BITES- .
IT GIVE:'.
SURE AND PERMANENT
RELIEF. WORTH TRYING

for

it win;::;

v.:

r.nr.iMATic

Southern Pacific Railways, in California, at

A
A

For other rates and full in- formation, call at the Santa Fe ticket office.

BUY A

T.

BETTER LINIMENT I?
YOU TRIED IT'S THE
GOOD FOR MAN, BEAST
AND POULTRY.

ALSO RUB THE OUTSIDE
WITH THE LINIMENT.
TRY IT ON A SrR.UrvED
LEG IN YOURSELF OR IN
ANY OF YOUR STOCK

NORTHERN NEW MEXICO FAIR At D FALL FESTIVAL, LA8 VEGAS,
N. M. Rate $4.00 fcr the round t Ip. Tickete on eale September 24 to
27. Return limit, September 29. 1)06.
HORSE SHOW, ST. JOSEPH, MO.,
INTERSTATE LIVE STOCK AN.
the round trip. Tickete on sale
September
Rate $30.75
22 to 25 Inclusive. Final return limit October 1, 1906. Thie
limit can be extended to October 15th by depositing ticket with agent
on payment of 50 cents.
AMERICAN ROYAL LIVE STOCK SHOW, KANSAS CITY, MO., October
1906
Rate $30.75 for the round trip. Tickete on sale October
5 to 9 Inclusive. Return limit October 15. This limit can be extended
by depositing ticket with Joint Agent on payment of 50 cent.
BIENNIAL MEETING, SUPREME LODGE, KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS,
1906.
Rate $38.50 via Kansas City
NEW ORLEANS, LA., October
and Memphis; $43.40 via El Paso and Houston or Marshall, Texas.
Dates of sale October 11 to 14 Inclusive. Return limit October 30, 1906.
This limit can be extended by depositing ticket with Special Agent at
New Orleans and the payment of a fee of 50 cents, until November 30.
CALL AT TICKET OFFICE for other low round trip rates on sale every
day until September 30th. Also one way rates to points In the North,
west, South and West.

fr

24-2-

PENETRATES the FLESH.
GIVES QUICK RELIEF
AND A POSITIVE CURE.
UN

FOR PAINS ACHES AND
I
3
Ml E'.l I:S

Sep-temb-

15-2-

?
U

Danger From the Plague.
There's grave danger from the
plague of coughs and colds that are
so prevalent unless you take Dr.
King's New Discovery for ConsumpMrs. Geo.
tion, Coughs and Colds.
Walls, of Forest City, Me., writes:
"It's a Godsend to people living In
climates where coughs and colds prevail. I find it quickly ends them. It
prevents pneumonia, cures la grippe,
wives wonderful relief in asthma and
MUSIC LESSONS.
hay fever and makes weak lungs
strong enough to ward off consump1'iof. N. DiMauro, the
violinist, tion, coughs and colds. 50c and $1.
gives
on the violin and manTrial
by all druggists.
dolin. Cuaranteed to lie tbe best fiuaranteed
liottle free.
teacher in Albuquerque. Any one den
siring lesson address ner.eial delivIf you want results la advertising
ery, ciiy.
f. y an Evenin? ClMien want ad.

Sick Headahe Cured.
Is caused by derangement of the stomach and by Indigestion.
Stomach
Chamberlain's
and Liver Tablets correct these disorders and effect a cure. By taking
these tablets as soon as the first in
dication of the disease appears the
attack may be warded off. Get a free
sample and try them. For sale liy all
druggists.

Agent t

Rates

CURES SORE THROAT.
PUT A TEASPOONFUL IN
A HALF GLASSFUL OF
WATER & GARGLE Often.

THERE IS NOTHING SO
GOOD RUB IT I.N WELL

E. PURDY,

ooocooeoocooc

BEST, AND NEVER FAILS'

MECHANICS NEED IT
THEIR WORK BENCH

J;

rate of $25.00.

G IN.',.

r.

E. PURDY, Agent. Albuquerque

There's Work for you

Forefathers.
Sick headache

M
at

Second Class Colonist Tickets will be sold to
all principal points on the A. T. & S. F., and

pain,

JOINTS, LUMBAGO, Llc

YOU COULD'NT

N. M.

Northwest...

c:i.

I N F I. A M M A T I O N . ST i I' I

FEW DROPS,
FEW RUBS
AND THE PAIN IS

M

cccccccoooorccc
Colonist Rates to
California and the

nothing

keep

H

s.

Albuquerque,

References Given

The LINIMENT of our

to-da-

'

IK

BLAINS, OR ACCIDENTS

OF ANY KIND.

Vin-ic-

con-'iiki-

m

Contractor and Builder

IT IS NEEDED FOR CUTS,
FROZEN LIMBS, CHIL-

Kil-lla-

SALIM

2

in California....
All classes of labor may
find steady employment
in San Francisco. Top-notc- h
wages; higher than
eastern scale. Perfect
climate. Construction work possible at a season
when it ceases elsewhere. Invest $25.00 in a
railroad ticket on sale via Santa Fe, every
day until October 31, 1906, inclusive.
Illustrated leaflet showing
T. e. PURDY, Agent,

rate of wages, free lo those
who apply lo

Atchuoa. Tjpeka tt Jan'.a Ft By., Albuquerque

OCTOBER

MONDAY,

8,

ALBUylEKQUL

1906.

'

EVENING

CITIZEN.
MERCHANT

KERMIT ROOSEVELT IS

STOP! LISTEN!

FIVE-HOLRANGE WITH
WARMING CLOSET,
OVEN, TWO GRATES, WATER
BACK OR RESERVOIR.

r

I

ON TIME

CASH

J. The furniture

3

Corner Coal and Second

arness
at Reduced
Prices.

iE0PLE
TO BUY

White House Restaurant and
Lodging House
MEALS AT ALL HOURS

Man

BOTH

.AND.

O. BAMBINI.

D. EMMONS

outs. Wo.

Vehicl es

e,

A

$29.00
$26.00

20C000OtK0OX3O00

TAILORING

UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. ' 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMBINI, PROPRIETOR.
My merchant tailoring
nop lg upstairs over No. 209 West Railroad are-nuwhere I solicit the patronage of
'lie public. All work guaranteed first-- c
uss, ag I have fcad fifteen years' experience In the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
repaired. The specific 1 use will not
Injure the cloth. IjadieV garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
'o order. Give me a trial.

HANDY WITH HIS FISTS

YOU NEVER HEARD
OF THE LIKE BEFORE

PAGC SEVEN.

BAR

TC,N,El-rtlWEnAR-

IN

No. 209 South

First Street.

Cornr rirtt Strttt and T(iraa Avenue

Opposite Santa Fe Depot.
MRS. D. ARIAS, Proprietor.

OFFICIALS

Western railroad for the Colorado
and New Mexico district, lias resigned
his poult ion, the resignation to take
effect next wetk. Contracting Freight
Agent Hillis of the Chicago & Great
Western, now in Omaha, will succeed
Mr. Uelding.
Mr. Hillis will assume
thduties of his new position at DenMonday.
ver next
'

DIS-

WITH

PLEASED

RATON COUNCIL
Protests Against the Location

Mr. and Mrs. James Hennessey and
children, who left some time ago on
a vacation, have returned to t he city,
and the familiar face of James Is now
'seen on the engineer's side of switch
engine No. 2005 In the local yards.
They visited St. Joseph, Mo., and St.

District

of Saloon

W.

SALE, FEED AND TRANS-

- dT:

i-

I'

KILLthe COUCH
AND

f H,.;rB.

a

'

1J '

V

rr 17

-

i

.

....

i

...

v

CURE thb LUNGS

Dr. King's
Now Discovery

WRITE TO US AT ONCE.

J.

KORBER

Price

0NSUMPTI0N

Free Trial.

OLDS

Wholesale and Retail, Albuquerque

CO.,

PRESCRIPTIONS

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.
Or.

&

WE FILL

o0o$1.00

OUGHSand

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NFXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

FOIi SALE BY S. VANN

Headquarters for Low Prices
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
Brushes and
Jap-a-la-

& SON.

408

W.

c.

Railroad Avnue

Meat Market
and Salt Meat,
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third Street
All Kinds of Fresh

W. E.

D. A. SLEYSTER
REAL ESTATE
PUBLIC.
Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
AuiuuiBiic leiepuone.
NOTARY

j

4f

'')--

Room 5,

r

L.

star'-e-d

In Paris and has

reached this country. It's a coronet
consist ing of a simple bund of flowers,
velvet or lace, with an aigrette stuck
up In th center and flowing to one
side. The above picture shows the
scheme.
The New Mexican says: A letter
received at Santa Fe Saturday from
Miss Clara Olsen," private secretary
to (ov. Hagerman, and Miss Mary
Dye, sister of Rev. W. K. Dye, rector
of the church of the Holy Faith, stat-- i
ed that they arrived safely in the City
of Mexico and are hsvlng an enjoy-- i
able time sighUeelng. They will re-- ,
main in the sister republic for several
weeks lefore returning to Santa Fe.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

Indian Summer
all year 'round
is to be

found in homes

warmed by
4

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

rori a

M.

M.

am adi

W.

Strong's Sons

STRONG BLOCK.

n
& CO.
RANKIN
FIRE INSURANCE.
BSTATX
REAL
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. ' Aroijo Bulldlna

jtimatj frt:

Superintendents
Fairview
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

and

A. E. WALKER,

rme

MONUMENTS
201-21- 1

N. Second

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars an Tobacco, aatf
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
200 North Broadway, corner of Wa4
ington avenue, Albuquerque, N.

UNDERTA KERS

INSURANCE.

St. Bota Paeaea.

Secretary Mutual Building ktor
tlon. Office at 217 West Haiiroaa
avenue.
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COM E

its Location

IS 31 MILKS SOUTH OF ALBUQUFR-IVS- .
II. M., AT THE JUNCTION' OF THE MAI.V
il TS (IF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING
UbT AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
CITY. GALVESTON' AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
FRANCISCO.
LOS ANGELES,
AND FROM THE
A Nil
EASTERN'
NORTHERN STATES TO EL
E

II. TN

PASO AND TEXAS.
AND RESIDENCE LOTS, Zux
HO FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD W AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 2t FEET WIDE,
WITH EEAUTIFL'L
AND I'Vf'J IC PARK
(')I.D SHADE
TUEES; PLTLlC
AND GRAND
COSTING $10,000; CHURCHES;
SCHOOL HOU.-K- .
COMMERCIAL
CH.'li; A POPULATION OF l.r.UU
espeople;
LOOK

Ill'.-lNl-S

sever k. large mercantile
tablishments; the helen patent roller
mill. capacity iso barrels daily; large
winery. Three hotels, restaurants, etc.
ns
nEI.RV
TIU.: LARGEST Si'.il'PING POINT FOR
Wl',01., FLOUR. WHEAT. WINL', BEANS AND HAY
M CENTRAL NEW MEXICO ITS IMPORTANCE
7 J GREAT COMMERCIAL
RAILROAD CITY IN
tllK HEAR FUTURE CAN NOT HE ESTIMATED.
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TO BELEN, N.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-oof Santa Fe Railway
ff

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and
Pies,

WM. M. BERGER,

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE 8ANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND . OR
GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD,

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
WARRANTY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
S
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

provement Co.
JOHN BECKER,

K0000Ot0CsCOsC0
A Railway Center

S,

Im-

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST IX)TS,

3:c'y.

1

7

So nce iomicat.
jaf and durabltt

KREAM

'

First St.

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
'
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Llqnora
Furniture packed and crated; gaso
and Cigars. Place your orders tea
line and gaa stovoe repaired.
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STRJOTL
Next to Walton's drug store. Boat
Third street.

0.

PLUMBING
STANDARD
AND HEATING CO.

Mauger.

General Repair Shop.

tempered.

(

&

Office, 115 North

H. SHOEMAKER

balmy
and even I y

pure,

with Ilaaoe

li.

ATER. SYSTEM.

HOT
The atmosphere remain
W

MAUGER

WOOL

INSURANCE,

The fad

J

THIRD STREET

Thos. F. Keleher

I

There's really nothing left for mere
man but despair. Dame Fashion inMrs. Bambini, at ner parlors. No. sists that he shall not have a glimpse
209 West Railroad avenue, is
pre- of the
stage. Now that the
pared to give thorough scalp treat- doff-ha- t theatrical
rule has been established
ment, do hair dressing, tret corns, throughout the civilized world, there's
bunions and Ingrowing nails. 8b got to be a substitute to screen the
gives maasage treatment and manicur- stage from those behind.
ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of complexion cream builds up the
skin and Improves the complexion,
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
and is guaranteed not to be injurious!
Invited by the undersignSne also orepares a hair tonic that edBids are Itorlng
or drilling of a well
for the
cures and prevents dandruff and balr
in Fairview cemetery, as per spec! ffalling out; restores life to dead hair; lea)
ions, which will be furnished upon
removes moles, warts and superfluous
application.
hair. Also
face powder, a freckle
O. W. STRONG'S SONS.
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
Supts. Fairview Cemetery.
All of theje preparations are purety
vegetable compounds. Have Just adTO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
ded a vibrator machine for treatment Take LAXATIVE BROMO
Quinine
of scalp, faco and cure of wrinkles. Tablets. Druggists refund money if
It is also used for rheumatism, pains It fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
and massage
signature is on each box. 23c.

j

j

William' Indian Pile

Ointment will cure liilnd.
ltleoulnir and
Itchinir
la Pile. It ntiHorlw the tuinora.
ulluya the ItvbiiiK at raicc, acta
a4 a notiltlc-e- . trvca instant re- llff. lr. Williams'IntlliniPiloOint-mon- t
lm(fTarril fnr lileHmul Itch.
inn of Iho private purts. Kvery box la
viirraniwl. llv (Inn.'nit.ln. I.v uniil on rn.
clpt o( prli c. AO
and IPI.OU.
OANUFACTURING tl.. Prop. i:ievela"d. oiAa

NOTES

v.

n

WITH

.

Oi'iiciiil Maaagei- W. ('. NiX(
tne Frisco lias issn,.,i a cnnfi.i. i i i
circular ) officials and fnreinen.
th m lliat ilicy can havij all
the llloucj- - they lice with which to
.
...
brim ilwi,. .liminimis
ui i:iiiiiaru cull
unions, jit' mills ih,
significant
siatcmom that tin. in.li. ioiiKn,
of
i
pern! it u res will I,.. iadL'cl
In re
Kims au.t muriates that when ver results arc not satisfactory a shal-inUM will rtsut.
The Krisci) U not J'jjj'.
iln-.i
ii.lii
ilk
on track ami
nins
f.t,
luiilf-'canil ii ile present pace Is

'''I

AT THE THEATRES

J11.000.

I

i

I I

FER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE dlTY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

Superintendent
George Ayers is
promising Garden City a handsome
new depot of brick and stone to cost

tionally heavy winter In the freight
business, the Santa Ke has ordered
for immediate delivery 5o new refrigerator cars, 2.50K box cars, l.tluo
gondolas, 500 stock cars and fifty
new big freight locomotives.
lioth (lie Southern Pacific and the
Salt Lake are also adding largely to
their freight equipment in anticipation of exceptionally
business
his winter.

ca

LIVERY,

Lightning Hay Presses at Very Low Prices

..

W. L. 1RIMBLL u

...
...

SANTA FE ORDERS NEW
EQUIPMENT FOR TRAFFIC
With the expectation of an excep-

i

SCREEN DOORS

NOTHING DOING AGAIN

Special Correspondence.
Algodones, N. M., Oct.
First
frost of the season l;ist niht Tin rlTi.
age done as ah crp are now har- .esteu. ine past season has been
the best In many years.
Polities in this county are not very
lively so far. There was no primary
held here ami thlu nrenim.t u.ao nr..
represented 4n the county convention
lecenuy neia.
Some statehood work should ha
done as soon as possible in order to
make the majority as large as possible.
Very little Interest is taken hevo
in the Bernalillo county squabble. Lei
both sides put up their best men for
office and you will have good count v
officers whichever side wins the day.

IktfVaa

trot'
0pear
Alhtqaertat, j.

Building.

Gnr

The repairing of a disabled mail
car delayed the two sections of train
No. 2 at the loca station Salurday
morning from 8:25 until 10 o clock.

wedding occurred at the brides ranch
home near Elida. The couple left on
the morning train for a wedding tour
iu the east. Returning, they will live
at Amarillo. Mr. Heeman is one of
the trusted engineers on the Pecos
Valley & Northeastern railroad. .Miss
Reese formerly resided here and besides being a highly talented young
lady is of a lovable disposition that
makes her it universal favorite. .Many
friends here will wish the couple all
happiness and success,

?.
MALL, Proprietor
iron and Braes Castings; Ore, Coal snl Lumber Car
Pulleys, Orade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns asd Iron

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO,

Joe Napier, who resigned his position as inspector on the cattle sanitary board on the first of the month,
has been employed by the Santa Ke
Railroad company as depot patrolman in this city.

llee-ma-

im reasi'.i

Special Correspondence.
Boston, Mass.,
8.
Oct.
Kermit
Roosevelt, second son of the president,
soon begins to take hard lessons in
boxing from Kid Bryson, the clever
lightweight. Bryson has already donned the mits for a couple of trials
with Ketmlt.
it is too nan ne is tne president's
ety," says Bryson, "for the ring has
lost a corker. Young Roosevelt Is a

-

ALGODONES

Machine Works

.

Rico Hotel and Bar!

trip beyond the canyon.

l

Foundry and

husky youth, already a
Repllr on mining and Mill Machinory m
and is very fast and shifty. He bores
Foundry east side of rallrod track.
n.
right In and Isn't afraid of punishment. He uses his feet beet than any
111
No.
North First Street.
young man In the ring today.
DINELLI & LENCIONI, Proprietors.
"And at all time his mitts are un-- j WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
der (he direction of the clear head. Meals From 10 Cents Up. Lunches
He has but one fault, and that )S
PuVUfi for Travelers.
his eagerness to land a knockout.
Rooms By Day, Week or Month.
ra! Building Supplies
"His favorite blow Is the low body
and he reaches the solor plexus wlt'a
PIONEER BAKCftY
ease. His wind Is perfect and ho has
SIMON BALLING. Proprietor.
ja bully heart. There isn't very much
that I Ian teach him and I guarantee
Both Phones
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
Third and Marquette
that his father will be agreebly surprised when the lad goes home at WEDDING CAKES A SlTflALTY.
Thanksgiving."
We desire patronage and - guarantee first class m1We have received a car load of Lightning presses and In order
to aell
207 South First S'reet.
quorqiie. them right out we will make a very low
price, based on spot cash cost to
us and car load freight

Mr. and Mrs. Ford Harvey and Mr.
and Mrs Charles Armour of Kansas
City are expected here this evening
on their way to Grand Canyon, Ariz.,
where the ladies will remain while
the gentlemen Indulge in a hunting

I

Albuquerque

315 South Second Street.
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
One Block From Depot and Two
Blocks From Postofflce.
P. 2ITO, Proprietor.

Sk."'.

r

ort!.

MARRIES MISS REESE
Elder C. C. Hill left for Elida to officiate at the wedding of ". II.
n
and Mis3 Elizabeth Reese, both
well and popularly known young people in Roswtill, Bays the Record. The

f

ru-

It is stated by an offiocr of the pas- senger department that the passenger
business of the Santa Ke for Sep'em- ber was t ho . largest of any mouth in
the history of the road. The enor
mous excursion
business through
September accounts for this new ret-

u

HecallS

to

r

-

ENGINEER BEEMAN

i

written

removed from Raon, as has been
mored for some time.

i

.

has

Hugo Seaberg of Raton, stating that
there is no truth In the statement that
the Santa Ke machine shops will be

rl--

I

.Tansen. fourth vice president

Railroad company,

Officials ef the Atchison. Voeeka &
St.ntu Fe Railroad company are
Rreatly displeased over r. recent acc:y c uncil of Raton.
tion of
The rmiyor an.1 city council set
apart a district consist inn of the
block opposite the Sn"f;i Fo passenger ;tat,or. in thru town ..s 'lie saloon
iMstricl eg i hi c;tv
The S.ni.i F' laiiwa.y i: radically
' an! proposes to
opp' ae l i tins !
have it. changed. James Ktmi, division Ftiperinten.'eiU in cnargeil of that
upon the an
section, sail to In;
thority of .lames K. Hurley, general
manager of the company, has Issued
the following ultiniati in to the city
officials:
"Raton is oi'e of the leading cities
of New Mexico and is growitiK rapid- ly The Santa Ke company has con
tributed largely to its growth and is
at present spending an immense
amount of money In wages, shop Improvements and other1 ways in the
city. The company is parking the
ground abutting First street and will
make a pp.;!' tint will he a credit to
any town.
"What the company objects to is
the fact that the city council has, by
ordinance recently passed, said that if
a man ei'Ktigefi in the al.tn business
he must open It on the street adjoining the Suta Fe's property and that
means that our. beautiful park will be
a resort for bums and will bu a knock
on tha appearance of the city and a
source of Inconvenience to the company.
"As long as Raton Is on the map,
if I am not mistaken, there will be
whisky sold in town and if it is not
sold in well conducted saloons it will
lie peddled from 'joints.' I understand
that the city needs the revenue collected from these saloons, and as long
as they are Kept within the limits of
the law as laid down by the territorial statute.;, iu connection with their
contiguity to churches and the like,
I see no reason why they should not
be allowed.
"Another thing: The Santa Ke has
the welfare of its patrons at heart
and if a htiy comes lc the Santa Ke
depot to take passage to another
town, or to transact business, the
company does not propose that she
must come by all the saloons in the
community to do it. That is my position and is all that I have to say in
the matter at this time."

'

H.

'

of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Pa

Opposite Depot.

lilalntailii--

...

Albans, Vermont.

oooooooooooooKo

The New York Saloon and
Rooming House
--

Jr ts

BUQ popular

Albuquerque Carriage Company

CONNECTION.

PIIONIS

HAVE A N0TIN THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
DUGGY. THAT NOTION
IS COSTING
MAK,NQ FALL
GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.
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They are corking good shoes. Anybody can see this. The quality Is
right there and when It comes to style and fit. they are so conspicuous
that It Is Impossible to overlook them. We show the latest models
In all the popular leathers, Dongola. Vicl Kid, Patent Kid. Tatent
Colt, dun Metal and Box Calf with light, medium or heavy soles, lace
or button, low or high heels.
Men'. Dre

Shoe

2.75

$3.00

$3.50

$4.00

Men's Heavy Shoe
Women's Dreas Shoe

1.85

2.00

2.50

3.00

2.50

3.00

3.50

5.00

Women's Street Shoes

1.75

2.25

3.00

3.50

Shoes for Girls

1.00

1.50

1.85

2.25

1.50

2.00

2.50

.75

1.00

1.25

Shoes for

BOya
50

Shoes for Babies

'

a
SAUCES

R.

Is In

K.

-

town from Santa

Tvltchell

tKcir.

EiiKenio Romero came in f ' om a
Vegas last nishl.
for
Ernest Myers left 'a
Williams, Ariz., rn a business trip.
Charles F. Hi own of Hernallllo ar- rived in Albuquerque last evening.
Robert Martin of Cruchlllo, N. M.,
was at the St urges yesterday.
O. H. Van Stone arrived in Albuquerque from Estancia yesterday.
Mrs. Felix Lester returned yesterday from her visit to Hernallllo
friends.
on
Mrs. .1. H. Gaiusley, residing
North Second street, is reported seriously ill.
United States Marshul C. M. Forak-- :
er left, last night for Sliver City,
where he la called on business.
Mrs. Philip Cook left for her home
Saturday, after having been the guest
of Mrs. Henry Westerfleld for sev- era! days.
L. E. Montgomery of Helena, Mont.,
left for the east Saturday. Mr. Mont
gomery, who has been the guest of E.
W. Fee for several days, 1s engaged
In the rattle business in Montana.
Isaac Cox, of the Standard Plumbing company, is sporting an automobile these days, and a spin across the
mesa and through the thoroughfares
of the city Is of common occurrence.
The regular monthly meeting of the
Retail Merchants' association will be
held in rooms 21 and 23, Whiting
block, at 7:30 o'clock p. m., Tuesday,
October 9. Wni. D. Clayton, secretary.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Prestel returned Saturday night from the coast,
where Mrs. Prestel has been spending the summer. For the past two
weeks Mr. Prestel has been enjoying
his vacation with his wife in California.
Jacob Chaves, of joa Lunas. was a
visitor to Albuquerque yesterdaj
Mr. Chaves was a member of the last
legislature and is talked of as a possible candidate for the council from
Valencia county, in the coming

'

Fall Shoes Today
wmii

Barret t

Colonel
from imh

If Buy a Pair of Our

HIS

PERSONAL

K. F.

AND CONDIMENTS.

When purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery atore, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes into which
they enter. This is because we
procure tne best manufactured.
e find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

ANDREWS

DELEGATE

LOCAL AND

CLUB

10

The large number of Albuquerque
people n attendance at the formal
ojwnlng of the ivlenate Andrews club
room in the X. T. Artnljo building
last 8aturday ninht attested the popularity of the organization.
Ih'legatc Andrews happily greeted
nturo than a thousand people in the
new cluli rooms, where he spent most
of the evening
Among those in attendance at tne
club opening were a number or prominent republican! from other counties.
The initial meeting was largely devoted to the discussion of campaign
business In a general way.
The club rooms are tastefully fur
nished. A long table contains all tne
latest periodicals and there Is plenty
or writing materials anu mings to
smoke In the main room. Adjoining
this is a smaller room, containing
desks, chairs and other office furniture. Navajo rugs are conspicuous on
the floors and the walls of the rooms
contain some well arranged pictures.
Local anil long distance telephones
will shortly be instnueu ia me cwu
rooms, it Is said.
According to the plans discussed In
aeneral way at the opening last
night, it is not believed the campaign
will be a speech making epocn in
InNew Mexico's political history.
stead, printed matter will he circulated, but a speaking tour will likely
wind It up.
PROMINENT

To men of

PEOPLE

IT

CONCERN:

MAY

T IS WELI, worth while, for you and for us, to set forth

We are prepared to supply the music trade of
this city and the territor--;
ies of New Mexico and
May we not
Arizona.
be favored with your
patronage?

Learnard

e

Lindemann

&

a plain
statement of the fact about ready-madclothes. This is it After
you read it, you can do, and probably will do, just a you please
about It. But you'd better have the facts; It's foolish, and sometimes dangerous to do just as you please, without having the facts.
You'll find In evtry large city, a few custom tailors who make clothes really
worth paying for. They charge. $75 to fitio for a suit; they give you the best
of tailoring, fit style. These are the things yon pay the xtra' money for.
I? you can gfford to spend that much go to such a tailor and spend it. Any
mm who doesn't need to worry about parting with $73 or $100 needn't worry
aiiout what he gets for It.
But If you're going to spend less than that, spend a good deal less and we-aready-mad- e
clothes. We know what some of you will say "I tried ready-madence once; not for me." "Thoy may do for some but I can't be fitted."
t here's no style to 'cm."
In other words, you dont know the facts; and
you're losing money by your ignorance.
The fact is, if you haven't tried Hart Schaffner & Marx clothes, you don'r;
know of the real progress in making men's clothes. As for style, we create
Rlyles, not copy them: our lowest priced suit has the same style as our
best. As for fit. there's not one man In a hundred who cannot be per-- ,
fectly fitted, from our stock of clothes, without delay tall, short, thick,
thin; men of all types we have clothes to fit them. The hundredth man
may have to wait a couple of hours.
As for quality, the common ground of objection to ready-madclothes, H,
8. & M. clothes are the recognized champions of the highest quality standard. In the midst of a flood of adulterated fabrics, of "mercerized cotton"
and cheaper mixtures, which has carried away nearly all the clothing
makers of the country into the making of Inferior quality, so as to make
inferior prices, we have stood unshaken In a determination to use only
or wool and silk fabrics.
That's where we stand now; no thread of cotton In any of our fabrics; all
stams sewed with silk thread, not "mercerized cotton" that looks like
silk; all "silk" linings made of silk. The clamor for low prices, and the
very high price of wool, which have debased quality for so many of our
competitors, have simply strengthened our position. We are selling clothes
that, in style, fit, quality are good enough for any man; and not too
for any man. You'll find It out some day, if you don't already know !t.
e

Respectfully Yours,

206 West Gold Avenue

e

W. H. HAHN & CO.
Wholsl0

mnd

Rut mil

Coal and Coke
Best American Block
Hard Nut Coal
Larger Sizes
Domestic Gas Coke
Green Mill Wood, per load
Dry Mill Wood, per load
Factory Blocks, per load

TOMORROW

TO BE WED

WHOM

good-cldthes-sen- se

$6.50
8.50
9.50
6.00
$2.25
2.75
3.00

high-price-

Also Native Stove Wood and Kindling
in All Bizet.

Phones

SIIUION STERN,

Auto. 416

Black, 280

Miss Irma Schutz, who is to be the
bride in one of the most fashionable

d

THE

RAILROAD

AVENUE

CLOTHIER

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
weddings to occur in Albuquerque for BREAD and take no other.
some time, and mother, Mrs. Sam
Schutz. prominent people of El Paso,
arrived this morning on the early
train. Miss Schuts Is the sister of
We
Mrs. James Grunsfeld and Mrs. Noa
Ilfeld. of this city, and tomorrow ev
ening at the home of the latter on
West Copper avenue she will become
the wife of David S. Rosenwald. The
ceremony will occur at 7 o'clock in
sob. 118 and 12i) South Second street.
copima
the evening, with Rabbi Kaplan, of
Temple Albert, presiding. Mrs. Harry Dillon, another sister of the bride-to-b- e.
is here from San Diego, Calif.,
MAYNARD
Y.
T.
GEO. W. HICKOX.
to attend the wedding, and a brother,
Rev. Maurice W. Brltton, vicar of Aaron Schutz, of Silver City N. M.
Ttia Greatest Fair Has Passed Into History
the Church of the Holy Cross, New will arrive tomorrow morning.
York city, was in Albuquerque and
many
DEATHS AND FUNERALS.
preached yesterday morning at the
We still exist at the ARCH FRONT, where can yet be found make
to
order
in
of
Episcopal church. He left last night
choice bargains, which we wish to dispose
STERLING
WATCHES,
room for the finest stock of JEWELRY,
The death of Dora M. Short, wife
on a two weeks visit to the Grand
SILVER, CUT GLASS, CHINA, ETC, ever offered to the good people
Canyon and southern California, and of E. G. Short of Bedford, Indiana,
of Albuquerque.
expects to stop here again on his way ocurred yesterday morning at her
home on south Edith street in the
home.
Hkkox-Maynar- d
28th year of her life. Mrs. Short
O. W. Strouz's Sons, superintend
to Albuquerque several weeks
ents of Fairvlew cemetery, have ad came
ago seeking health.
She was ac115-11- 7
New Mexico's Leading Je.welers
vertised In The Evening Citizen for companied
by her husband and her
ceme
drilling
in
wells
the
bids
for
the
with
to
who
remained
her
mother
COLORADO RHONE 74
Hmnd In Your Wmtehm for Ropalro
PHONE S46
AUTOMATIC
tery, as the first step toward the
end. The remains were prepared by
STREET.
SECOND
by
planned
the
80UTH
Improvements
large
FRONT.
ARCH
THE
O. W. Strong's Sons and were shipassociation some time ago and wmcn ped to Bedford this morning. The
will Involve an expense of about f 25,- - Husband and mother
accompanying
.000.
,.
them.
To the officers and members of
The funeral of the late Augustine
Branch 378. Catholic Knights of
I have this Glrard, who met his death as the
America, Albuquerque.
day received Two thousand dollars, result of an accident at the Gross,
the amount of life Insurance on my Kelly & fjo's warehouse Thursday of
husband, Wta. Foy, w ho died last week, took place this morning
; late
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
September 17 last. I give my thanks from the Church of the Immaculate
to the order and its officers and niem- - (,'onception at 9 o'clock. Rev. .Father
bers for the prompt, payment made. Mandalari, S. J., officiated. Interment
took place in Santa Barbara cemetery
Mrs. Wta. Foy.
following gentlemen were pall
The
Bishop David H. Moore, who will bearers, Charles Clarion, John S
arrive In this city this week, will Beaven, John Thirlon, M. Dragole an I
preach in the First Methodist church Charles Skees. Frank Glrard, son of
Sunday morning, October 14. Bishop the deceased, with his wife, arrived
Moore Is a famous orator, a veteran last night from Barnard, Kansas.
THE BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES
HARDWARE
of the Civil war and was present la
George Keith died last night at St
China during the boxer uprising. He
was atso in eastern waters during the Joseph's sanitarium.
Mr. Keith was
Home Comfort, Miller and National Ranges,
a healthseeker from Jackson,
Mien
war letween Russia and Japan.
Round Oak, National and
SADDLES
' James Bingham,
the hunter and His friends have been notified and the
fisherman, reports to this office that funeral arrangements await teir in
his fine hunting dog met with an ac-- I st ructions.
Heating Stoves.
CHINA
cldent yesterday. At the Barelas line
Mrs. Rafellta Lopez died at the resi
the dog attempted to cross the track dence of her son, 1505 South Second
GLASSWARE
and was caught by one of the Trac- -' street, in the 64th year of her ago
COAL HODS, STOVE BOARDS, FIRE SETS, ETC.
tion company's cars, with the result Mrs. 1opez has been a resident of Al
PLUMBING
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE BUYING
that one of the dog's legs was run buquerque for the past six years, pre
over and broken. The dog is now In vious to which she lived in Santa Fe.
the hospital.
She was the widow of Jesug Lopez,
The board of election commlsslon-- I formerly of that city, where the fam- ers has Issued an election proclama-- i y weiv well known. The funeral
tlon, which, while it is of no small will start from the residence tomor
importance to Bernalillo county, Is row morning at? 8:30 o'clock and will
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See Our Coal Saving Heaters--

Carry a Large Line of

Air Tight Hot Blast Heaters, Round
Oak Heaters, Square and Round
Wood Heaters, Steel Ranges, with
reservoirs, from $18.00 up.
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FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER
AT WALTON'S DRUG 8TORE.
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APPLES WITH NO SEEDI NO
CORE! TREES FOR 8ALE. N. W.
ALGER. 124 SOUTH WALTER ST.
ALBUQUERQUE.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.
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